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project services / helping to deliver projects

“Just to let you know Freedom Ability are 
still on site working hard (past 8pm now) 
- they have done the most amazing job - 
I’ve been really impressed by how �exible 
they have been & how they have got the 
job done.”

Mr Charles Claxton, Headmaster
Oasis Academy, Silvertown
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customer
• design
• budget
• time frame
• fit for purpose

project 
management
• visualisation
• tracking to budget
• regulation compliance
• life cycle

installation
• site supervision & time 
 management
• CSCS H&S trained
• COSH, risk assessments 
 & method statements
• directly employed 
 porters

manufacture
• process for quality
• control lead times
• advanced machinery
• computer aided 
 design

logistics
• use of own vehicles
• safety when delivering
• on time
• reduce damage

handover
• health & safety file
• operation & 
 maintainence manuals
• client sign-off
• cleaning & removal 
 of packaging

customer 
satisfaction
• to the design
• within budget
• on time, in full
• encompassing 
 best practice

procurement
• reduce tiers of purchasing
• standardisation of    
 products
• warranty conditions
• environmental best practice
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helping to  
deliver projects
just call it old fashioned teamwork...
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Primary School

Secondary School

UTC and College

SEN School

Pupil Referral Unit

whitebridge
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Coulsdon

Droylsden
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Rochdale
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Madeley

Sandwell Hyde
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Southampton

SouthamptonRochdale Rochdale

darnhill
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Rochdale

elmbridge
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   Rochdale

Rochdale

Bromley Silvertown Wolverhampton AltonWolverhampton Exeter Knowsley
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wall murals
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wall murals contents
general//

Some of Our Projects & Clients  04-05
Wall Murals 06
Adaptable Learning Environments 117
Ergonomic Standards & Finishes 118-119
Professional Services 120–121
Policies 122-123

primary range//

Classroom Tables 12–13
CT-38 Table Rectangular 12–13
CT-38 Table Horseshoe 12–13
CT-38 Table Trapezoidal 12–13
Storage    14–17
Mobile Storage 14–15
Cupboards, Shelving   16-17
Office & Admin    18-20
Cupboard, Chairs   18                                    
Workstations, Pedestal  19
Pigeon Hole Unit, Chairs  20
Reception   21                                
3 Seater Sofa, Chairs   21
Role Play  22-23
Market Stall Shelf Set 22
Wooden Kitchen Appliances,
Sand & Water Play Table 23
Student Seating  24-25
Postura Plus Range 24
Low Chair, Cushions, 2 Seater Sofa 25
Hall Furniture  26-27
Folding Tables 26-27
Folding Chair 27

height adjustable//

Fastlift 28-33
Round Central Column 28-29
Single Column 30-31
Twin Column 32-33
Homecare   34-43
Catering (Stainless Steel) 34–35
Tables  36–39
Resistant Materials Benching 40
Homecare 2  41-43
Multifunction Workstation 41
Food, Science, Art,
Design & Classrooms 42–43

(continued overleaf)

Wall murals to help you get the look 
you want. Our sensational wall mural 
designs are ideal for your classroom or 
office wall.

3 easy steps to create a wall mural...

1 Email your design

2  Include the size and choose your material  
- pasted or self-adhesive

3  One of our design team will contact you with a 
detailed quotation

Whether you order a pre-pasted wallpaper 
mural or self-adhesive option, your wall mural 
will be sent to you as a set of panels. Included 
with your mural will be an installation and panel 
guide, showing you how many panels make up 
your own mural.

For more information and advice on how to 
order your bespoke wall mural just contact 
our sales team on 01254 678777.
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ict workspaces//

Music & Saw Tooth 77                         
ICT Cluster  78-81
Dasiy Chain ICT Desks  82-83
Relay Linear ICT Desk 84
Integrating Technology 85  

tables//

V-50 Table 70-72
Heavy Duty Rectangular Tables 
for Classroom, Art, Science, 
& Technology 70-71
Large Rectangular & Square 
Project Tables, Teachers Tables 72
Study Carrel 73
CT-38 Table 74-75
Rectangular, Square, Trapezoidal 74-75
Meeting Tables Skid Tables 76

tables//

V-38 Table 60-63
Crescent 60–61
Crescent Flexibility 62–63
Rectangular, Square & Round 64–65
Wave & Half Round Wave 66–67
60˚ and 90˚ Triangle 68
V-38 Flipo Triangular Table 69

dining//

Bench 48-51
Contemporary Dining 48–49
4 Leg Table & Bench Seat 50–51
Flipo Folding Tables 52-53
Scoop and Trumpet 54-55
Dining Coffee and Bistro 56-59
Chairs 56–59

height adjustable//

Vari-X    44–47
Scissor Lift Tables 44
Science, Design & Classroom 45
Manual Computer Workstations   46-47
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contents
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seating//

Office Chairs 86-87
Tub Chair & Bean Bag 88
Cool Chair, Stool & Table 89
Eduflex Seating  90-91
Classroom & General Areas 90-91
SE Chair 92–93           
Postura Plus  94–95                  
Mata Chair 96–97
Activo Stool 98
Eduflex Stool 99

breakout reconfigurable areas//

Halo Group 100-103

storage & specialist areas//

Loose Storage   104-105
Cupboard Storage 104
Mobile Tray & Shelf Storage 105
Locker, Pigeon Hole & Paper Storage 106
Wall Store 107-109
Mobile 107
Fixed 108-109
Locker Storage 110–111
Library & General Shelving 112–113
Changing & Cloakroom 114
Make 115-116 
Craft Benches & Storage 115-116
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classroom //

–– 

primary range
CT-38 tables

Table Horseshoe //  

W:1305  D:1675  H: 460, 530, 590, 640
Frame: Silver
Laminate £167.00
Worktop:
H: 460mm (SM1)  CT38H-1316-46
H: 530mm (SM2)  CT38H-1316-53
H: 590mm (SM3)  CT38H-1316-59
H: 640mm (SM4)  CT38H-1316-64
Please suffix order code for the following 
colours:
Maple:  -03
Beech:  -02
Grey:  -01

(+p&p @ £50.00 or free
on orders over £950.00)

Table Rectangular //  

W:1200  D:600  H: 460, 530, 590, 640
Frame: Silver
Laminate  £79.50
Worktop:
H: 460mm (SM1)  CT38R-1206-46
H: 530mm (SM2)  CT38R-1206-53
H: 590mm (SM3)  CT38R-1206-59
H: 640mm (SM4)  CT38R-1206-64
Please suffix order code for the following 
colours:
Maple:  -03
Beech:  -02
Grey:  -01

(+p&p @ £50.00 or free
on orders over £950.00)

Table Trapezoidal //   

W:1385  D:600  H: 460, 530, 590, 640
Frame: Silver
Laminate £79.50
Worktop:
H: 460mm (SM1)  CT38Z-1306-46
H: 530mm (SM2)  CT38Z-1306-53
H: 590mm (SM3)  CT38Z-1306-59
H: 640mm (SM4)  CT38Z-1316-64
Please suffix order code for the following 
colours:
Maple:  -03
Beech:  -02
Grey:  -01

(+p&p @ £50.00 or free
on orders over £950.00)

CT-38 tables

Constructed from the same durable 
materials as the V-38 table with a welded 
frame, making this the budget alternative 
stronger and more cost effective.

Classroom tables are available in the correct heights 
to comply with EN1729 with size marks 1 to 6. Please 
refer to page 119 for an explanation of specifying the 
correct size mark (SM).
Other colours available on request.
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Flexible, reconfigurable storage available in 
different configurations to store resources, 
reference material and students’ work.

Units can also be used to divide space 
and segregate activity.

Mobile Double Sided Curved 
Library Unit //  

W:1050  D:475  H:900
Melamine finish £198.60
Maple:  MDSC-1004-90-03
Beech:  MDSC-1004-90-02
Grey:  MDSC-1004-90-01

(+p&p @ £50.00 or free
on orders over £950.00)

Mobile Double Sided Resource 
Trolley //  

W:1000  D:500  H:700
Melamine finish £294.00
Maple:  MDSRT-1005-70-03
Beech:  MDSRT-1005-70-02
Grey:  MDSRT-1005-70-01

(+p&p @ £50.00 or free
on orders over £950.00)

Mobile Angled Tray Unit //  

W:1045  D:500  H:670
Melamine finish £324.00
Maple:  MAT-1005-67-03
Beech:  MAT-1005-67-02
Grey:  MAT-1005-67-01

(+p&p @ £50.00 or free
on orders over £950.00)

Mobile Browser Box //  

W:600  D:600  H:350
Melamine finish £49.00
Maple:  MBB-0606-35-03
Beech:  MBB-0606-35-02
Grey:  MBB-0606-35-01

(+p&p @ £50.00 or free
on orders over £950.00)

primary range
mobile storage

Mobile Open Tray Unit
(24 Trays Included) // 

W:1045  D:500  SH:820
Melamine finish £249.00
Grey:  LSTU-1005-82-01
Beech:  LSTU-1005-82-02
Maple:  LSTU-1005-82-03

  (+p&p @ £25.00 or free
on orders over £950.00)

Mobile Open Tray Unit
(18 Trays Included) // 

W:1045  D:500  H:650
Melamine finish £198.00
Grey:  LSTU-1005-65-01
Beech:  LSTU-1005-65-02
Maple:  LSTU-1005-65-03

  (+p&p @ £25.00 or free
on orders over £950.00)
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primary range
storage

Tall Double Lockable  
Cupboard / 5 shelves /  

W:1000  D:520  H:1950
Melamine finish £325.00
Maple:  TDLC-1005-195-03
Beech:  TDLC-1005-195-02
Grey:  TDLC-1005-195-01

(+p&p @ £50.00 or free
on orders over £950.00)

Low Level Lockable Double 
Cupboard / 1 shelf /  
  
W:1000  D:500  H:740
Melamine finish £135.00
Maple:  LLDC-1005-74-03
Beech:  LLDC-1005-74-02
Grey:  LLDC-1005-74-01

(+p&p @ £50.00 or free
on orders over £950.00)

Low Level Single Sided Shelving 
Unit /2 shelves/  

W:1045  D:350  H:820
Melamine finish £165.00
Maple:  LSU-1003-82-03
Beech:  LSU-1003-82-02
Grey:  LSU-1003-82-01

(+p&p @ £50.00 or free
on orders over £950.00) 

Whiteboard Storage Single  
Step / Seat /   

W:2000  D:500  H: 120, 210, 290, 350
Melamine finish £175.00
H: 120mm   WSSSS-2005-12
H: 210mm  WSSSS-2005-21
H: 290mm  WSSSS-2005-29
H: 350mm   WSSSS-2005-35
Please suffix order code for the following 
colours:
Maple:  -03
Beech:  -02
Grey:  -01

(+p&p @ £50.00 or free
on orders over £950.00)

Product shown with optional carpet tiles.

The whiteboard step 
incorporates a hinged 
lid with safety damper, 
creating high volume bulk 
storage. The step surface 
is also ideal for seating 
small groups.

All Freedom Ability storage is 
manufactured from 18mm MDF board. 

For added durability, hinges are of the 
knuckle design to allow 270 degree 
opening. 

D handles are through fixed, alternative 
handles are available on request.
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primary range
office & admin

Cantilever Workstation / 2 Drawer 
Fixed Pedestal /  

W:1200  D:600  H:720
Melamine finish £247.00
Worktop:
Maple:  CW2DP-1206-72-03
Beech:  CW2DP-1206-72-02
Grey:  CW2DP-1206-72-01

W:1200  D:800  H:720
Melamine finish worktop £259.00
Maple:  CW2DP-1208-72-03
Beech:  CW2DP-1208-72-02
Grey:  CW2DP-1208-72-01

(+p&p @ £50.00 or free
on orders over £950.00)

Cantilever Workstation / 600mm / 
with Cable Management /  

W:1200  D:600  H:720
Melamine finish worktop £104.00
Maple:  DIT2-1206-72-03
Beech:  DIT2-1206-72-02
Grey:  DIT2-1206-72-01

W:1400  D:600  H:720
Melamine finish worktop £120.00
Maple:  DIT2-1406-72-03
Beech:  DIT2-1406-72-02
Grey:  DIT2-1406-72-01

W:1600  D:600  H:720
Melamine finish worktop £120.00
Maple:  DIT2-1606-72-03
Beech:  DIT2-1606-72-02
Grey:  DIT2-1606-72-01

   (+p&p @ £15.00 or free
on orders over £950.00)

Cantilever Workstation / 800mm / 
with Cable Management /  

W:1200  D:800  H:720
Melamine finish worktop £116.00
Maple:  DIT2-1208-72-03
Beech:  DIT2-1208-72-02
Grey:  DIT2-1208-72-01

W:1400  D:800  H:720
Melamine finish worktop £165.00
Maple:  DIT2-1408-72-03
Beech:  DIT2-1408-72-02
Grey:  DIT2-1408-72-01

W:1600  D:800  H:720
Melamine finish worktop £165.00

Maple:  DIT2-1608-72-03
Beech:  DIT2-1608-72-02
Grey:  DIT2-1608-72-01

   (+p&p @ £15.00 or free
on orders over £950.00)

Low Level Lockable Double 
Cupboard / 1 shelf /  
  
W:1000  D:500  H:740
Melamine finish £135.00
Maple:  LLDC-1005-74-03
Beech:  LLDC-1005-74-02
Grey:  LLDC-1005-74-01

(+p&p @ £50.00 or free
on orders over £950.00)

Mobile Locking 3 Drawer Pedestal / 
Under Desk /  
  
W:425  D:515  H:670
Melamine finish £105.00
Maple:  MP3-0405-67-03
Beech:  MP3-0405-67-02
Grey:  MP3-0405-67-01

(+p&p @ £50.00 or free
on orders over £950.00)

Cool Chair //
 
W::530  D:620 H:750
Frame: Silver 
 COLC-0506-75
 (please suffix order code with fabric choice)

 £120.00  (+p&p @ £15.00 or free
on orders over £950.00)

Operator / Teachers Chair //
Medium Back without Arms 

W:470 D:540 SH:490-630
 OTC-0405-49

 £71.00  (+p&p @ £15.00 or free
on orders over £950.00)

Medium Back with Arms 

W:470 D:540 SH:490-630
 OTCA-0405-49

 £92.00  (+p&p @ £15.00 or free
on orders over £950.00)
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primary range
office & admin

primary range
reception

Moonstone 3 Seater //  

W:2220  D:800  H:670  SH:400
Frame: Silver
  M3S-2208-67

£675.00  (+p&p @ £50.00 or free
on orders over £950.00)

Colour swatches available on request.

Cool Chair //
 
W:540  D:620  H:730  SH:440
Frame: Silver 
 COLC-0506-75
 (please suffix order code with fabric choice)

 £120.00  (+p&p @ £15.00 or free
on orders over £950.00)

Cool Coffee Table Square // 

W:600  D:600 H:410
Frame: Silver                                      £79.00
Worktop:
Grey COCT-0606-41-01
Beech COCT-0606-41-02
Maple COCT-0606-41-03

   (+p&p @ £15.00 or free
on orders over £950.00)

Cool Coffee Table Round // 

Dia:600 H:410                          
Frame: Silver                                     £79.00
Worktop:
Grey CCCT-0606-41-01
Beech CCCT-0606-41-02
Maple CCCT-0606-41-03

   (+p&p @ £15.00 or free
on orders over £950.00)

Pigeon Hole Unit 30 No. // 

W:1200  D:300  H:1300
Internal aperture sizes: 
W: 376 D:280 H:95
Grey:  LSPH30-1203-13-01
Beech:  LSPH30-1203-13-02
Maple:  LSPH30-1203-13-03
Dark Grey:  LSPH30-1203-13-04

 £509.00 (+p&p @ £25.00 or free
on orders over £950.00)

Chrome Conference Chair // 

W:545  D:425 H:820 SH:470 
 CCC-0504-47

 £41.00  (+p&p @ £15.00 or free
on orders over £950.00)
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Market Stall Shelf Set //  

W:1880  D:300  H:1210                   
Multi-coloured:  MSSS-1803-12

£298.00  (+p&p @ £50.00 or free
on orders over £950.00)

Age 3 years plus.

Large Sand & Water Play Table / 
incorporates water release valve /  

W:1100  D:605  H:580  TD:215
Frame: Tubular Steel                        
Red/Blue:  LSWPT-1106-58

  £135.00  (+p&p @ £50.00 or free
on orders over £950.00)

Plain & Simple Wooden Play 
Cooker / Stove //  

W:400  D:360  H:540
Rubberwood with sturdy solid timber frame.
  WPC-0403-54

£133.00  (+p&p @ £50.00 or free
on orders over £950.00)

Plain & Simple Wooden Play 
Washing Machine //  

W:400  D:360  H:540
Rubberwood with sturdy solid timber frame.
  WPWM-0403-54

£133.00  (+p&p @ £50.00 or free
on orders over £950.00)

Plain & Simple Wooden Play 
Fridge Freezer //  

W:400  D:375  H:850
Rubberwood with sturdy solid timber frame.
  WPFF-0403-85

£154.00  (+p&p @ £50.00 or free
on orders over £950.00)

Plain & Simple Wooden Play  
Sink  //  

W:400  D:360  H:540
Rubberwood with sturdy solid timber frame.
  WPS-0403-54

£149.00  (+p&p @ £50.00 or free
on orders over £950.00)

primary range
role play
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primary range
student seating

Vinyl Floor Cushion //  

W:500  D:500  H:75
Assorted colours
  VFC-0505-07

£22.00  (+p&p @ £50.00 or free
on orders over £950.00)

Bean Bag //  

W:1400  D:1100  
Choice of colours available on request
  BBV-1411

  £63 .00 (+p&p @ £50.00 or free
on orders over £950.00)

Beech Low Chair //  

W:400  D:350  SH:310
Material: Beech
  BLC-0606-31

£8 7.00  (+p&p @ £50.00 or free
on orders over £950.00)

380mm 350mm 310mm 260mm

Postura Plus // 

Overall height: Seat height:  Seat width: Seat depth: Size mark: Code: Price:
H: 520 H: 260 W: 275 D: 260  EN1  PPC-0202-26 £17.02
H: 570 H: 310  W: 275 D: 260 EN2 PPC-0202-31 £17.47
H: 635 H: 350  W: 340 D: 325 EN3 PPC-0303-35 £18.22
H: 662 H: 380  W: 340 D: 325 EN4 PPC-0303-38 £18.67

  (+p&p @ £15.00 or
free on orders over £950.00)

Suffix chair code with: 
Green: -10 Greyhills: -14 Sky: -18 
Blue: -11  Tangerine: -15 Shadow: -19 
Red: -12 Slate: -16 Lime: -20
Yellow: -13 Grape: -17

Tub Sofa / 2 Seater /  

W:950  D:460  H:495
Choice of colours available on request
  TSF2-0904-49

 £298.00  (+p&p @ £50.00 or free
on orders over £950.00)

Postura chairs are available 
in the correct heights to 
comply with EN1729 with 
size marks 1 to 6. Please 
refer to page 119 for an 
explanation of specifying 
the correct size mark (SM).
Other colours available on 
request.
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Folding Linking Chair // 

W:445 D:90 (when folded) H:890 SH:450 
Colours available on request 
  FLC-0409-89

 £14.00 (+p&p @ £50.00 
or free on orders over £950.00)

Trolley for Folding Chair // 

W:1100 D:490 H:900 
Black 
Storage  capacity: 60 trays TFC-1104-90

 £202.00 (+p&p @ £50.00 
or free on orders over £950.00)

The Flipo range features a folding top which 
enables the unit to be stored quickly, safely and 
efficiently by nesting them together, as opposed 
to a conventional stacking system, improving 
health and safety. The folding mechanism is 
operated by pulling on the release bar.

Four wheels are fitted to provide maximum 
manoeuvrability. The wheels are steel 
housed for extra durability and two feature 
foot operated brakes.

The frame is epoxy powder coated  for 
durability and the worktop is 27mm thick 
plastic laminated MDF.  

primary range
flipo folding tables and chairs

Folding Mobile Large Table //  

W:2000  D:750  H:720
Frame: Silver                                    £322.00
H: 530mm (SM2)  FPR-2007-72-53
H: 590mm (SM3)  FPR-2007-72-59
H: 640mm (SM4)  FPR-2007-72-64

W:1500  D:750  H:720
Frame: Silver                                    £256.00
H: 530mm (SM2)  FPR-1507-72-53
H: 590mm (SM3)  FPR-1507-72-59
H: 640mm (SM4)  FPR-1507-72-64

W:1200  D:750  H:720
Frame: Silver                                    £210.00
H: 530mm (SM2)  FPR-1207-72-53
H: 590mm (SM3)  FPR-1207-72-59
H: 640mm (SM4)  FPR-1207-72-64

  Please suffix order code for the following 
colours:
Maple:  -03
Beech:  -02
Grey:  -01

 (+p&p @ £50.00 or free
on orders over £950.00)

Flipo tables are available in the correct heights to 
comply with EN1729 with size marks 2 to 4. Please 
refer to page 119 for an explanation of specifying the 
correct size mark (SM). Other colours available on 
request.



Rapid adjustment. 
Minimum to 
maximum height 
in just 15 seconds 
with 580mm of 
adjustment.

The FASTLIFT range of tables adjusts from standing height to 
sitting height in seconds. This enables the user to be stood in 
a standing frame or sitting in a chair and also accommodates 
wheelchair access.

In order to achieve the fastest adjustment 
speeds available the adjustment is by way 
of a double acting fast helix screw, which 
takes just 15 seconds to travel from top to 
bottom and allows a precise adjustment. 

Rapid adjustment.Minimum 
to maximum height in just 
15 seconds with 580mm of 
adjustment.

For multi purpose areas the tilting top 
allows the units to be nested into one 
another, allowing you to open up a room 
for role play and other activities and 
the frame features four wheels allowing 
mobility within any room.

Fastlift Round Tilting Top // 
Manual Mobile Table (Fast Screw Lift) 

Dia:1200  H:550-1130
Manual Silver frames
Maple top:  FLSSRT-1200-LM-03
Beech top:  FLSSRT-1200-LM-02
Grey top:  FLSSRT-1200-LM-01

£580.00 (+p&p @ £50.00)

Dia:1000  H:550-1130
Manual Silver frames
Maple top:  FLSSRT-1010-LM-03
Beech top:  FLSSRT-1010-LM-02
Grey top:  FLSSRT-1010-LM-01

£564.00 (+p&p @ £50.00)

e: sales@freedomability.co.uk
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height adjustable //

–– 

fastlift range
height adjustable round central column
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Convenient Storage

Altering the table’s height allows 
them to be nested together when 
the room is being used for other 
activities. This makes them ideal in 
dining rooms or halls of residence.

Rapid adjustment.
Minimum to 
maximum height in 
just seconds.

Developed after consultation with Wilson 
Stuart School in Birmingham, this table 
adjusts in seconds and houses the 
computer’s CPU in the attached cradle.

Fastlift Table //
Single Locking Gas Lift 

W:800  D:600  H:700-1130
With 2 castors and 2 feet;
Manual Silver frames
Maple top:  FLSG-0806-LM-03
Beech top:  FLSG-0806-LM-02
Grey top:  FLSG-0806-LM-01

 £300.00 (+p&p @ £50.00)

W:1200  D:600  H:700-1130
With 2 castors and 2 feet;
Manual Silver frames
Maple top:  FLSG-1206-LM-03
Beech top:  FLSG-1206-LM-02
Grey top:  FLSG-1206-LM-01

 £340.00 (+p&p @ £50.00)

Fastlift Mobile Computer Table //
Single Locking Gas Lift with CPU Housing 

W:850  D:800  H:700-1130
With 2 castors and 2 feet;
Manual Silver frames
Maple top:  FLMCTSG-0808-LM-03
Beech top:  FLMCTSG-0808-LM-02
Grey top:  FLMCTSG-0808-LM-01

 £550.00 (+p&p @ £50.00)

e: sales@freedomability.co.uk w: www.freedomability.co.uk page 31

fastlift range
height adjustable single column gas lift / ICT table / 
lecturn



Rapid 
adjustment.
Minimum to 
maximum 
height in just 
15 seconds 
with 580mm of 
adjustment.

Twin column 
allows 
unrestricted 
access.

fastlift range
height adjustable twin column

Fastlift Table // 
Fast Acting Double Screw Tilting Top 

W:1200  D:600  H:620-1200
With castors; 2 braked, 2 unbraked
Manual Silver frames
Maple top:  FLDST-1260-LM-03
Beech top:  FLDST-1260-LM-02
Grey top:  FLDST-1260-LM-01

 £649.00 (+p&p @ £50.00)

W:1500  D:750  H:620/1200
With castors; 2 braked, 2 unbraked
Manual Silver frames
Maple top:  FLDST-1575-LM-03
Beech top:  FLDST-1575-LM-02
Grey top:  FLDST-1575-LM-01

 £659.00 (+p&p @ £50.00)

Fastlift Table // 
Fast Acting Double Screw 

W:1200  D:600  H:520-1100
With castors; 2 braked, 2 unbraked
Manual Silver frames
Maple top:  FLDS-1260-LM-03
Beech top:  FLDS-1260-LM-02
Grey top:  FLDS-1260-LM-01

 £589.00 (+p&p @ £50.00)

W:1500  D:750  H:520-1100
With castors; 2 braked, 2 unbraked
Manual Silver frames
Maple top:  FLDS-1575-LM-03
Beech top:  FLDS-1575-LM-02
Grey top:  FLDS-1575-LM-01

 £599.00 (+p&p @ £50.00)

t: 0044 (0) 1254 678777 f: 0044 (0) 1254 678782page 32
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homecare
height adjustable catering (stainless steel)
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Flexi plumbing kit available, please refer to page 37.

4 Zone Ceramic Hob // 

W:1200  D:600  H:640-940
Manual Silver frames
Stainless Steel top:  HSSEH-1206-64-03

 £1050.00 (+p&p @ £50.00)

Electric Silver frames
Stainless Steel top:  HSSEH-1206-64E-03

 £1250.00 (+p&p @ £50.00)

Catering Work Surface // 

W:1200  D:600  H:640-940
Manual Silver frames
Stainless Steel top:  HSSWS-1206-64-03

 £625.00 (+p&p @ £50.00)

Electric Silver frames
Stainless Steel top:  HSSWS-1206-64E-03

 £825.00 (+p&p @ £50.00)

Catering Sink // 

W:1200  D:600  H:640-940
Manual Silver frames
Stainless Steel top:  HSSLS-1206-64-03

 £1260.00 (+p&p @ £50.00)

Electric Silver frames
Stainless Steel top:  HSSLS-1206-64E-03

 £1460.00 (+p&p @ £50.00)

Shown with legs extended
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Rectangular Table // 

W:1200  D:600  H:640-940
Manual:
Silver frames
Maple top:  HRT4-1206-64-03
Beech top:  HRT4-1206-64-02
Grey top:  HRT4-1206-64-01

 £299.00 (+p&p @ £50.00)

Manual Trespa:
Silver frames 
Speckled Grey top:  HRT4T-1206-64-08
Plain Grey top:  HRT4T-1206-64-09

 £399.00 (+p&p @ £50.00)

The HOMECARE range of tables are designed to 
blend in with contemporary furniture design, creating a 
comfortable environment for users whilst still offering 
300mm of height adjustment.

Homecare range

The Homecare leg system can be configured to work with most 
top sizes and shapes likely to be required, however if castors are 
required a sub frame may be necessary. All Homecare units have a 
height adjustment range of 300mm, which is normally sufficient to 
enable the table to be used by a seated child or a standing adult. 
All Homecare tables are finished as standard with silver frames 
and grey top. Two alternate work tops are available in beech or 
maple. For colour finishes please refer to the standard finishes 
chart on page 119.

Rectangular Table // Electric 

Electric:
Silver frames
Maple top:  HRT4-1206-64E-03
Beech top:  HRT4-1206-64E-02
Grey top:  HRT4-1206-64E-01

 £499.00 (+p&p @ £50.00)

Electric Trespa: 
Speckled Grey top:  HRT4T-1206-64E-08
Plain Grey top:  HRT4T-1206-64E-09

 £599.00 (+p&p @ £50.00)

Homecare electric units feature a small 
control panel fitted to the front right hand 
side with 4 memory positions, up and 
down buttons along with a digital readout 
displaying the table’s height during 
adjustment.

height adjustable   /   homecare   /   height adjustable leisure

homecare
height adjustable

Rectangular Table Mobile // 

W:1200  D:600  H:640-940
With castors; 2 braked, 2 unbraked
Manual Silver frames through fixed top
Maple top:  HRT4-1206-64-03-C
Beech top:  HRT4-1206-64-02-C
Grey top:  HRT4-1206-64-01-C

 £329.00 (+p&p @ £50.00)
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Square Table Large // 

W:1200  D:1200  H:640/940
Manual:
Manual Silver frames
Maple top:  HST4-1212-64-03
Beech top:  HST4-1212-64-02
Grey top:  HST4-1212-64-01

 £600.00 (+p&p @ £50.00)

Electric:
Silver frames
Maple top:  HST4-1212-64E-03
Beech top:  HST4-1212-64E-02
Grey top:  HST4-1212-64E-01

 £800.00 (+p&p @ £50.00)

Dining/Meeting Table Mobile // 

W:1500  D:1200  H:765-1065
With castors; 2 braked, 2 unbraked
Manual Silver frames
Maple top:  HRMT4-1512-64-03
Beech top:  HRMT4-1512-64-02
Grey top:  HRMT4-1512-64-01

 £660.00 (+p&p @ £50.00)

Electric:
Silver frames
Maple top:  HRMT4-1512-64E-03
Beech top:  HRMT4-1512-64E-02
Grey top:  HRMT4-1512-64E-01

 £860.00 (+p&p @ £50.00)

Teaching/Feeding Table // 

W:1500  D:1200  H:640/940
Manual:
Manual Silver frames
Maple top:  HHS4-1512-64-03
Beech top:  HHS4-1512-64-02
Grey top:  HHS4-1512-64-01

 £650.00 (+p&p @ £50.00)

Electric:
Maple top:  HHS4-1512-64E-03
Beech top:  HHS4-1512-64E-02
Grey top:  HHS4-1512-64E-01

 £850.00 (+p&p @ £50.00)

homecare
height adjustable tables

Crescent Table // 

W:830  D:940  H:640-940
Manual Silver frames through �xed top
Maple top:  HPT4-8394-64-03
Beech top:  HPT4-8394-64-02
Grey top:  HPT4-8394-64-01

 £329.00 (+p&p @ £50.00)

Please note that mobile Homecare units 
without a base frame feature through �xed 
legs for extra durability and strength.

Rectangular Table Large // 

W:1500  D:750  H:640-940
Manual units:
Silver frames
Maple top:  HRT4-1575-64-03
Beech top:  HRT4-1575-64-02
Grey top:  HRT4-1575-64-01

 £525.00 (+p&p @ £50.00)

Electric units:
Silver frames
Maple top:  HRT4-1575-64E-03
Beech top:  HRT4-1575-64E-02
Grey top:  HRT4-1575-64E-01

 £725.00 (+p&p @ £50.00)
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Woodwork/Craft Bench // 

W:1475  D:650  H:665-965
Manual Silver frames
Worktop: Solid Beech Texwood 
(including 2 vices):  HWB4-1666-66-BH

 £905.00 (+p&p @ £50.00)

Manual Silver frames
Worktop: Plain MDF Lacquered  
(without vice):  HWB4-1666t-66-09-MDF

 £470.00 (+p&p @ £50.00)

Woodwork vice:  WWV

 £70.00 (+p&p @ £15.00 
if ordered without a bench)

homecare
height adjustable resistant materials benching

Height adjustable technology benches are 
normally rectangular with two woodwork 
vices, the vice on the narrow edge 
combined with peg holes allows clamping 
of large items. Tops are beech hardwood.

Our specialists department is happy 
to discuss different shapes of height 
adjustable table including square tables. 

Optional metalwork vices are available 
with clamping tray to allow them to be 
attached to the woodwork vices.    

height adjustable   /   homecare    /   height adjustable science
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Engineers Vice with Tray // 

W:450 (bench tray)  D:300  (bench tray)
Vice: Blue
Tray: Solid Beech Texwood
  MAB-EV

 £100.00 (+p&p @ £15.00 or free
when ordered with Make Bench)

homecare 2
height adjustable multifunction workstation

Multifunction Workstation // 
With Bowl & no Joystick Cutouts 

W:1200  D:600  H:690-1050
Frame: Silver
Worktop:
Maple  H2CMWS-1206-69-03
Beech  H2CMWS-1206-69-02
Grey  H2CMWS-1206-69-01

 £700.00 (+p&p @ £50.00)

Multifunction Workstation // 
With Joystick Cutouts 

W:1200  D:600  H:690-1050
Frame: Silver
Worktop:
Maple  H2CMWJ-1206-69-03
Beech  H2CMWJ-1206-69-02
Grey  H2CMWJ-1206-69-01

 £700.00 (+p&p @ £50.00)

Multifunction Workstation // 
With Joystick Cutouts & Bowl 

W:1200  D:600  H:690-1050
Frame: Silver
Worktop:
Maple  H2CMWJS-1206-69-03
Beech  H2CMWJS-1206-69-02
Grey  H2CMWJS-1206-69-01

 £800.00 (+p&p @ £50.00)

Multifunction workstations offer sitting and standing height adjustment, tilting top with retaining lip and comes  complete with the removable 
stainless steel bowl as standard. If the bowl is not being used the infill piece is also supplied.

The unit is available with and without joystick apertures and the replacement covers.
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Homecare 2 with 370mm 
of height adjustment.

These height adjustable units are 
operated by a manual crank handle, 
which is removable to prevent 
tampering. The two telescopic legs 
offer unrestricted access for the user. 
The optional wall brackets are height 
adjustable to avoid existing pipework.

The hob is a 4-zone electric hot 
plate and features a heat protection 
under tray. The tilting top table uses a 
ratchet mechanism enabling a variety 
of different angles to be achieved. 
The sink is available with either a left 
or right handed drainer and comes 
complete with hot and cold taps and 
waste. An optional flexible plumbing 
kit is also available.

Height Adjustable Table Unit // 

W:1200  D:600  H:680-1050
Frame: Silver
Worktop:
Maple  H2CT-1206-68-03
Beech  H2CT-1206-68-02
Grey  H2CT-1206-68-01

 £310.00 (+p&p @ £50.00)

Height Adjustable Table Unit // 

W:800  D:600  H:680-1050
Frame: Silver
Worktop:
Maple  H2CT-0806-68-03
Beech  H2CT-0806-68-02
Grey  H2CT-0806-68-01

 £300.00 (+p&p @ £50.00)

Wall-Mounting Brackets // 

Suffix to unit code: H2-WM

 £25.00 pair
(free delivery when ordered with table,
otherwise £5.00 p&p charge applies)

Height Adjustable Tilt-Top Table // 

W:1200  D:600  H:680-1050
Frame: Silver
Worktop:
Maple  H2CTT-1206-68-03
Beech  H2CTT-1206-68-02
Grey  H2CTT-1206-68-01

 £420.00 (+p&p @ £50.00)
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Optional wall-mounting brackets available.Optional wall-mounting brackets available.

Height Adjustable Frame Only // 

W:1200  D:600  H:680-1050
Frame: Silver
 H2CFO-1206-68

 £300.00 (+p&p @ £50.00)

Flexi Plumbing Kit // 

Flexible pipe fittings to fit height adjustable
sink unit (1 P-trap, 1 flexi waste pipe,
2 stainless steel water couplings).
 FPK1

 £39.00 (+p&p @ £5.00 
if ordered without a sink unit)

Height Adjustable Trespa Table // 

W:1200  D:600  H:680-1050
Frame: Silver
Worktop
Speckled Grey  H2CSG-1206-68-08
Plain Grey  H2CSG-1206-68-09

 £400.00 (+p&p @ £50.00)

Height Adjustable Sink Unit //
Left Hand Drainer  

W:1200  D:600  H:680-1050
Frame: Silver
Worktop
Speckled Grey:  H2CTSL-1206-68-03

 £455.00 (+p&p @ £50.00)

Right Hand Drainer  

W:1200  D:600  H:680-1050
Frame: Silver
Worktop
Speckled Grey:  H2CTSR-1206-68-03

 £455.00 (+p&p @ £50.00)

Height Adjustable 
Electric Hob Unit// 

W:1200  D:600  H:680-1050
Frame: Silver
Worktop
Speckled Grey:  H2CTEH-1206-68-03

 £588.00 (+p&p @ £50.00)

Nb: These hob units require connection to
a cooker circuit and should be installed by a
qualified electrician. ALL electrically powered
Homecare units should be powered by a
power socket RCD protected.

Height Adjustable Worktop Unit // 

W:1200  D:600  H:680-1050
Frame: Silver
Worktop:
Speckled Grey  H2CW-1206-68-03

 £300.00 (+p&p @ £50.00)

homecare 2
height adjustable food, science, art, design & classrooms
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vari-x range
height adjustable scissor lift tables

This Vari-X range has the largest range 
of movement of any height adjustable 
table on the market. It is the only unit 
that can be used when lying on the floor, 
sitting or standing. It may be fitted with a 
variety of tops and surface accessories, 
making this system one of the most 
versatile available.

This robust design has a simple 
mechanism designed for all to use. 
To adjust, simply wind the handle until 
the required height is achieved. The 
mechanism is self locking and the handle 
may be removed to make the unit tamper 
proof.

General Purpose Table // 

W:1200  D:680  H:155-960
With glides;
Silver frame Maple top:  1200CT-03-G
Silver frame Beech top:  1200CT-02-G
Silver frame Grey top:  1200CT-01-G

 £490.00 (+p&p @ £25.00)

W:1200  D:680  H:255-1060
With castors; 2 braked, 2 unbraked
Silver frame Maple top:  1200CT-03-C
Silver frame Beech top:  1200CT-02-C
Silver frame Grey top:  1200CT-01-C

 £520.00 (+p&p @ £25.00)

height adjustable   /   vari-x range   /   height adjustable  science, design and classroom
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vari-x range
height adjustable science, design and classroom

Trespa Top Table // 

W:1200  D:680  H:155-960
With glides;
Silver frame 
Grey Speckle top:  1200LB-08-G
Silver frame 
Plain Grey top:  1200LB-09-G

 £589.00 (+p&p @ £25.00)

W:1200  D:680  H:255-1060
With castors; 2 braked, 2 unbraked
Silver frame 
Grey Speckle top:  1200LB-08-C
Silver frame 
Plain Grey top:  1200LB-09-C

 £619.00 (+p&p @ £25.00)

Table with Two Thirds Tilting Top // 

W:1200  D:680  H:155-960
With glides;
Silver frame Maple top:  1200DB-03-G
Silver frame Beech top:  1200DB-02-G
Silver frame Grey top:  1200DB-01-G

 £580.00 (+p&p @ £25.00)

W:1200  D:680  H:255-1060
With castors; 2 braked, 2 unbraked
Silver frame Maple top:  1200DB-03-C
Silver frame Beech top:  1200DB-02-C
Silver frame Grey top:  1200DB-01-C

 £610.00 (+p&p @ £25.00)

Vari-X laboratory, art and food 
technology tables are fitted with 
Trespa Athlon work tops which are 
impervious to chemical attack. An 
anti-spillage recess is machined 
into the work surface to aid user 
protection.

The worktop of the Vari-X table, with two 
thirds tilting top, is adjusted via a ratchet 
mechanism.

Adjustment Range

The largest range of movement of any 
height adjustable table on the market  
with 805mm of adjustment.
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vari-x range
height adjustable manual computer workstations

Mobile I.T. Units

Utilising the successful Vari-X frame the 
mobile IT units are a popular choice. 
Available in three standard models with an 
optional tower hanger (however this does 
restrict the lower height adjustment), these 
mobile work stations are fitted as standard 
with castors; two of the four being fitted 
with brakes.

Finished with silver frames and three 
standard worktop finishes; Maple,  
Beech & Grey (see colour options on  
page 119 of this brochure).

Computer Trolley //
With Half Shelf 

W:1200  D:680  H:255-1060
Silver frame
Maple top:  1200IWS-HS-03
Beech top:  1200IWS-HS-02
Grey top:  1200IWS-HS-01

 £545.00 (+p&p @ £25.00)

Computer Trolley //
With Full Shelf 

W:1200  D:680  H:255-1060
Silver frame
Maple top:  1200IWS-FS-03
Beech top:  1200IWS-FS-02
Grey top:  1200IWS-FS-01

 £545.00 (+p&p @ £25.00)

Computer Trolley //
With Safety Rail 

W:1200  D:680  H:255-1060
Silver frame
Maple top:  1200IWS-HR-03
Beech top:  1200IWS-HR-02
Grey top:  1200IWS-HR-01

 £535.00 (+p&p @ £25.00)
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Computer Trolley //
With Half Shelf (Electric) 

W:1200  D:680  H:780-1130
Silver frame
Maple top:  1200IWS-HSE-03
Beech top:  1200IWS-HSE-02
Grey top:  1200IWS-HSE-01

 £705.00 (+p&p @ £50.00)
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dining //

–– 

bench
contemporary dining

Bench Table and Bench Seat // 

W:2200  D:800  H:750 (Table)
W:2000  D:360  H:440 (Seats) x 2
Large bench  BTS-2208-75

 £1349.00 (includes free p&p)

W:1800  D:800  H:750 (Table)
W:1600  D:360  H:440 (Seats) x 2
Medium bench  BTS-1808-75

 £1165.00 (includes free p&p)

W:1200  D:800  H:750 (Table)
W:1000  D:360  H:440 (Seats) x 2
Small bench  BTS-1208-75

 £1114.00 (includes free p&p)

Two Base Bench //
Double Sided 

W:3000  D:800  H:930
Extra large bench  TBB-3008-11

 £495.00  (+p&p @ £50.00 
or free on orders over £950.00)

W:2200  D:800  H:930
Large bench  TBB-2208-11

 £495.00  (+p&p @ £50.00 
or free on orders over £950.00)

W:1800  D:800  H:930
Medium bench  TBB-1808-11

 £495.00  (+p&p @ £50.00 
or free on orders over £950.00)

W:1200  D:800  H:930
Small bench  TBB-1208-11

 £412.00  (+p&p @ £50.00 
or free on orders over £950.00)

Two Base Bench //
Single Sided 

W:3000  D:600  H:930
Extra large bench  TBB-3006-11

 £412.00  (+p&p @ £50.00 
or free on orders over £950.00)

W:2200  D:600  H:930
Large bench  TBB-2206-11

 £412.00  (+p&p @ £50.00 
or free on orders over £950.00)

W:1800  D:600  H:930
Medium bench  TBB-1806-11

 £412.00  (+p&p @ £50.00 
or free on orders over £950.00)

W:1200  D:600  H:930
Small bench  TBB-1206-11

 £370.00 (+p&p @ £50.00 
or free on orders over £950.00)

For bespoke colours and finishes, please 

call us for details on 01254 678777.

Optional USB charging and 13 Amp sockets that can 
be inserted into the top surface. Please call our sales 
line for more details and pricing 01254 678777. Please 
see page 85.Contemporary tables and seats are available in 

the correct heights to comply with EN1729 with 
size marks 1 to 6. Please refer to page 119 for an 
explanation of specifying the correct size mark (SM).
Other colours available on request.
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bench
4 leg table & bench seat

For bespoke colours and finishes, please 

call us for details on 01254 678777.

Dining Table / 4 Leg /  

W:1200 D:800 H:460, 530, 590, 640, 710, 760
Frame: Silver
Laminate sitting £137.00
Worktop:
H: 460mm (SM1)  BT4L-1208-46
H: 530mm (SM2)  BT4L-1208-53
H: 590mm (SM3)  BT4L-1208-59
H: 640mm (SM4)  BT4L-1208-64
H: 710mm (SM5)  BT4L-1208-71
H: 760mm (SM6)  BT4L-1208-76

W:1800 D:800 H:460, 530, 590, 640, 710, 760
Frame: Silver
Laminate sitting £279.50
Worktop:
H: 460mm (SM1)  BT4L-1808-46
H: 530mm (SM2)  BT4L-1808-53
H: 590mm (SM3)  BT4L-1808-59
H: 640mm (SM4)  BT4L-1808-64
H: 710mm (SM5)  BT4L-1808-71
H: 760mm (SM6)  BT4L-1808-76

W: 2200 D:800 H:460, 530, 590, 640, 710, 760
Frame: Silver
Laminate sitting £284.00
Worktop:
H: 460mm (SM1)  BT4L-2208-46
H: 530mm (SM2)  BT4L-2208-53
H: 590mm (SM3)  BT4L-2208-59
H: 640mm (SM4)  BT4L-2208-64
H: 710mm (SM5)  BT4L-2208-71
H: 760mm (SM6)  BT4L-2208-76

(+p&p @ £50.00 or free
on orders over £950.00)

Colour options available on request

Bench Seat / 4 Leg /  

W:1000 D:400 H: 260, 310, 350, 380, 430, 460
Frame: Silver
Laminate sitting £75.00
Worktop:
H: 460mm (SM1)  BT4L-1004-26
H: 530mm (SM2)  BT4L-1004-31
H: 590mm (SM3)  BT4L-1004-35
H: 640mm (SM4)  BT4L-1004-38
H: 710mm (SM5)  BT4L-1004-43
H: 760mm (SM6)  BT4L-1004-46

W:1600 D:400 H: 260, 310, 350, 380, 430, 460
Frame: Silver
Laminate sitting £118.00
Worktop:
H: 460mm (SM1)  BT4L-1604-26
H: 530mm (SM2)  BT4L-1604-31
H: 590mm (SM3)  BT4L-1604-35
H: 640mm (SM4)  BT4L-1604-38
H: 710mm (SM5)  BT4L-1604-43
H: 760mm (SM6)  BT4L-1604-46

W:2000 D:400 H: 260, 310, 350, 380, 430, 460
Frame: Silver
Laminate sitting £123.00
Worktop:
H: 460mm (SM1)  BT4L-2004-26
H: 530mm (SM2)  BT4L-2004-31
H: 590mm (SM3)  BT4L-2004-35
H: 640mm (SM4)  BT4L-2004-38
H: 710mm (SM5)  BT4L-2004-43
H: 760mm (SM6)  BT4L-2004-46

(+p&p @ £50.00 or free
on orders over £950.00)

Colour options available on request

Bench tables and seats are available in the correct 
heights to comply with EN1729 with size marks 1 
to 6. Please refer to page 119 for an explanation of 
specifying the correct size mark (SM).
Other colours available on request.
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flipo
folding tables

Folding Mobile Round Table // 

Dia:1200  H:710
Frame: Silver 
Worktop: 
Maple:  FPC-1212-71-03
Beech:  FPC-1212-71-02
Grey:  FPC-1212-71-01

£184.00 (+p&p @ £50.00 
or free on orders over £950.00)

Dia:1000  H:710
Frame: Silver 
Worktop: 
Maple:  FPC-1010-71-03
Beech:  FPC-1010-71-02
Grey:  FPC-1010-71-01

Dia:1000  H:640
Frame: Silver 
Worktop: 
Maple:  FPC-1010-64-03
Beech:  FPC-1010-64-02
Grey:  FPC-1010-64-01

£168.00 (+p&p @ £50.00 
or free on orders over £950.00)

 

Image shown with optional chrome effect paint

Image shown with optional chrome effect paint

Folding Mobile Large Table //  

W:2000  D:750  H:530, 590, 640, 710, 760
Frame: Silver                                    £322.00
H: 530mm (SM2)  FPR-2075-72-53
H: 590mm (SM3)  FPR-2075-72-59
H: 640mm (SM4)  FPR-2075-72-64
H: 710mm (SM5)  FPR-2075-72-71
H: 760mm (SM6)  FPR-2075-72-76

W:1500  D:750  H:530, 590, 640, 710, 760
Frame: Silver                                    £256.00
H: 530mm (SM2)  FPR-1575-72-53
H: 590mm (SM3)  FPR-1575-72-59
H: 640mm (SM4)  FPR-1575-72-64
H: 710mm (SM5)  FPR-1575-72-71
H: 760mm (SM6)  FPR-1575-72-76

W:1200  D:750  H:530, 590, 640, 710, 760
Frame: Silver                                    £210.00
H: 530mm (SM2)  FPR-1275-72-53
H: 590mm (SM3)  FPR-1275-72-59
H: 640mm (SM4)  FPR-1275-72-64
H: 710mm (SM5)  FPR-1275-72-71
H: 760mm (SM6)  FPR-1275-72-76

  Please suffix order code for the following 
colours:
Maple:  -03
Beech:  -02
Grey:  -01

 (+p&p @ £50.00 or free
on orders over £950.00)

The Flipo range features a 
folding top which enables 
the unit to be stored quickly, 
safely and efficiently by 
nesting them together, as 
opposed to a conventional 
stacking system, improving 
health and safety. The folding 
mechanism is operated by 
pulling on the release bar.

Four wheels are fitted to provide maximum 
manoeuvrability. The wheels are steel 
housed for extra durability and two feature 
foot operated brakes.

The frame is epoxy powder coated  for 
durability and the worktop is 27mm thick 
plastic laminated MDF.  

Colour options and a Trespa worktop are 
also available at an additional cost, please 
call us for details on 01254 678777.
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dining   /   scoop & trumpet   /   contemporary dining

Coffee Table Sitting Height // 

Dia:800  H:410
Worktop: 
Maple:  DTCST-0808-41-03
Beech:  DTCST-0808-41-02
Grey:  DTCST-0808-41-01

 £198.00 (+p&p @ £50.00 
or free on orders over £950.00)

Trumpet Table Sitting Height // 

Dia:800  H:750
Worktop: 
Maple:  DTCST-0808-75-03
Beech:  DTCST-0808-75-02
Grey:  DTCST-0808-75-01

 £220.00 (+p&p @ £50.00 
or free on orders over £950.00)

Dia:1000  H:750
Worktop: 
Maple:  DTCST-1010-75-03
Beech:  DTCST-1010-75-02
Grey:  DTCST-1010-75-01

 £220.00 (+p&p @ £50.00 
or free on orders over £950.00)

Dia:1200  H:750
Worktop: 
Maple:  DTCST-1212-75-03
Beech:  DTCST-1212-75-02
Grey:  DTCST-1212-75-01

 £247.00 (+p&p @ £50.00 
or free on orders over £950.00) 

Trumpet Table Standing Height // 

Dia:600  H:1100
Worktop: 
Maple:  DTCST-0606-11-03
Beech:  DTCST-0606-11-02
Grey:  DTCST-0606-11-01

 £220.00 (+p&p @ £50.00 
or free on orders over £950.00) 

Trumpet Tables are supplied with a chrome base and central column.
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scoop & trumpet 
contemporary dining

Beech Plywood Seat // 

W:500  D:550  H:900  SH:455
 PWC1-5009-45

 £139.00 (+p&p @ £15.00 
or free on orders over £950.00)

Beech Plywood Stool // 

W:440  D:450  H:820  SH:755
 PWS1-0404-75

 £151.00 (+p&p @ £15.00 
or free on orders over £950.00)
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dining, cafe & 
bistro
chairs

The plastic chair is available in the 

colours above.

Please suffix order code with your 
chosen colour.

Plastic Chair // 

W:455  D:445  H:800  SH: 445
 PC1-0404-44

 £73.00 (+p&p @ £15.00 
or free on orders over £950.00)

Surreal Chair // 

W:430  D:410  H:830  SH: 450
Available in red, white or black 

SC1-0404-83

 £35.00 (+p&p @ £15.00 
or free on orders over £950.00)

Black

Flannel

Blue Grey

Warm Grey

Cottonwood

Light Tone

Sand

Wet Sand

Bordeaux

Cayenne

Sunburst

Tangelo

Marine Teal

Nordic

Splash

Grape
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dining, cafe & bistro   /   chairs
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dining, cafe & 
bistro
chairs

Venetian Chair / 4 Leg / 

W:580  D:510 H:810 SH:450 
Available in green, black, grey, lime green, 
navy, damson, red, white
 VHC4-0505-81

 £47.00  (+p&p @ £15.00 or free
on orders over £950.00)

Venetian Chair / Skid Frame / 

W:580  D:510 H:810 SH:450 
Available in green, black, grey, lime green, 
navy, damson, red, white
 VHCS-0505-81

 £50.00  (+p&p @ £15.00 or free
on orders over £950.00)

Cove Chair // 

W:610  D:570 H:760 SH:460 
Shell available in black, white and grey
Cushion: black
Frame: Beech
 COVC-0507-76

 £100.00  (+p&p @ £15.00 or free
on orders over £950.00)

Houston Chair // 

W:430  D:480 H:750 SH:450 
Shell available in black, white and grey
Frame: Beech
 HOUC-0404-75

 £55.00  (+p&p @ £15.00 or free
on orders over £950.00)

Venetian Stool // 

W:590  D:500 H:970 SH:760 
White
 VHS-0505-45

 £60.00  (+p&p @ £15.00 or free
on orders over £950.00)

Shell Stool // 

W:540  D:495  H:1120  SH:760
Black 

SHS-0504-112

 £35.00 (+p&p @ £15.00 
or free on orders over £950.00)

Shell Chair / 4 Leg / 

W:540  D:495  H:825  SH:450
Available in green, black, grey, lime green, 
navy, damson, red, white 

SHC4-0504-82

 £50.00 (+p&p @ £15.00 
or free on orders over £950.00)

Shell Chair / Skid Frame / 

W:540  D:495  H:820T  SH:450
Available in green, black, grey, lime green, 
navy, damson, red, white 

SHCS-0504-82

 £52.00 (+p&p @ £15.00 
or free on orders over £950.00)
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tables   /   V-38 table   /   crescent

tables //

–– 

v-38 table
crescent

Multifunctional

The V-38 Table range is specially 
designed to allow multiple 
configurations. This means the tables 
can be arranged in various layouts 
and offer great value for money.

Improve life cycle

The standard leg is used in the Crescent 
and 600 mm deep Rectangular and 
Square tables. By standardising legs, 
components can be re-used to improve 
life cycle performance.

V Table Range

The V Table range has been specifically 
designed to enhance flexibility, durability, 
style & life cycle. Constructed from 38mm 
diameter heavy duty steel tubing the 
common leg frame can be interchanged 
between various tops to meet varying 
needs. The work surface is constructed 
from a 27mm thick high-pressure laminate 
balanced MDF with three coats of lacquer 
applied to the MDF edge. When fitted with 
the optional wheels the units are easy to 
manoeuvre on a wheelbarrow principle as 
shown left.
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Crescent Table / With 4 
Adjustable Feet /  

Dia:830 D:740 H:460, 530, 590, 640, 710, 760
With glides 
Silver frames 
H: 460mm (SM1)  V38P-8374-46
H: 530mm (SM2)  V38P-8374-53
H: 590mm (SM3)  V38P-8374-59
H: 640mm (SM4)  V38P-8374-64
H: 710mm (SM5)  V38P-8374-71
H: 760mm (SM6)  V38P-8374-76

Please suffix order code for the following 
colours:
Maple:  -03G
Beech:  -02G
Grey:  -01G

  £830 (+p&p @ £50.00 or free
on orders over £950.00)

Wave Table / 2 Adjustable Feet + 
2 Locking Wheels /  

Dia:830 D:740 H:460, 530, 590, 640, 710, 760
With castors 
Silver frames 
H: 460mm (SM1)  V38P-8374-46
H: 530mm (SM2)  V38P-8374-53
H: 590mm (SM3)  V38P-8374-59
H: 640mm (SM4)  V38P-8374-64
H: 710mm (SM5)  V38P-8374-71
H: 760mm (SM6)  V38P-8374-76

Please suffix order code for the following 
colours:
Maple:  -03C
Beech:  -02C
Grey:  -01C

  £90.00 (+p&p @ £50.00 or free
on orders over £950.00)

V-38 Crescent tables are available in the correct 
heights to comply with EN1729 with size marks 1 
to 6. Please refer to page 119 for an explanation of 
specifying the correct size mark (SM).
Other colours available on request.



tables   /   V-38 table   /   crescent flexibility

 

  

v-38 table
crescent flexibility

Horseshoe arrangement
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Quad groups

Small groups

Lecture arrangement

Conference arrangementLinear arrangementTri groups
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tables   /   V-38 table   /   rectangular, square & round

v-38 table
rectangular, square & round
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V-38 tables are available in the correct heights to 
comply with EN1729 with size marks 1 to 6. Please 
refer to page 119 for an explanation of specifying 
the correct size mark (SM). Other colours available 
on request.

Round Table / With 4 Adjustable 
Feet /  

Dia:1000 H:460, 530, 590, 640, 710, 760
With glides 
Silver frames 
H: 460mm (SM1)  V38C-1010-46
H: 530mm (SM2)  V38C-1010-53
H: 590mm (SM3)  V38C-1010-59
H: 640mm (SM4)  V38C-1010-64
H: 710mm (SM5)  V38C-1010-71
H: 760mm (SM6)  V38C-1010-76

Please suffix order code for the following 
colours:
Maple:  -03G
Beech:  -02G
Grey:  -01G

  £102.00  (+p&p @ £50.00 or free
on orders over £950.00)

Rectangular Table / With 4 
Adjustable Feet /  

W:1200 D:600 H:460, 530, 590, 640, 710, 760
With glides 
Silver frames 
H: 460mm (SM1)  V38R-1206-46
H: 530mm (SM2)  V38R-1206-53
H: 590mm (SM3)  V38R-1206-59
H: 640mm (SM4)  V38R-1206-64
H: 710mm (SM5)  V38R-1206-71
H: 760mm (SM6)  V38R-1206-76

Please suffix order code for the following 
colours:
Maple:  -03G
Beech:  -02G
Grey:  -01G

  £83.00  (+p&p @ £50.00 or free
on orders over £950.00)

Square Table / With 4 Adjustable 
Feet /  

W:600 D:600 H:460, 530, 590, 640, 710, 760
With glides 
Silver frames 
H: 460mm (SM1)  V38S-0606-46
H: 530mm (SM2)  V38S-0606-53
H: 590mm (SM3)  V38S-0606-59
H: 640mm (SM4)  V38S-0606-64
H: 710mm (SM5)  V38S-0606-71
H: 760mm (SM6)  V38S-0606-76

Please suffix order code for the following 
colours:
Maple:  -03G
Beech:  -02G
Grey:  -01G

  £63.00  (+p&p @ £50.00 or free
on orders over £950.00)

Square Table / 2 Adjustable Feet 
+ 2 Locking Wheels /  

W:600 D:600 H:460, 530, 590, 640, 710, 760
With castors 
Silver frames 
H: 460mm (SM1)  V38S-0606-46
H: 530mm (SM2)  V38S-0606-53
H: 590mm (SM3)  V38S-0606-59
H: 640mm (SM4)  V38S-0606-64
H: 710mm (SM5)  V38S-0606-71
H: 760mm (SM6)  V38S-0606-76

Please suffix order code for the following 
colours:
Maple:  -03C
Beech:  -02C
Grey:  -01C

  £73.00  (+p&p @ £50.00 or free
on orders over £950.00)

Rectangular Table / 2 Adjustable 
Feet + 2 Locking Wheels /  

W:1200 D:600 H:460, 530, 590, 640, 710, 760
With castors 
Silver frames 
H: 460mm (SM1)  V38R-1206-46
H: 530mm (SM2)  V38R-1206-53
H: 590mm (SM3)  V38R-1206-59
H: 640mm (SM4)  V38R-1206-64
H: 710mm (SM5)  V38R-1206-71
H: 760mm (SM6)  V38R-1206-76

Please suffix order code for the following 
colours:
Maple:  -03C
Beech:  -02C
Grey:  -01C

  £93.00  (+p&p @ £50.00 or free
on orders over £950.00)

Round Table / 2 Adjustable Feet + 
2 Locking Wheels /  

Dia:1000 D:740 H:460, 530, 590, 640, 710, 760
With castors 
Silver frames 
H: 460mm (SM1)  V38C-1010-46
H: 530mm (SM2)  V38C-1010-53
H: 590mm (SM3)  V38C-1010-59
H: 640mm (SM4)  V38C-1010-64
H: 710mm (SM5)  V38C-1010-71
H: 760mm (SM6)  V38C-1010-76

Please suffix order code for the following 
colours:
Maple:  -03C
Beech:  -02C
Grey:  -01C

  £112.00  (+p&p @ £50.00 or free
on orders over £950.00)
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tables   /   V-38 table   /   wave and half round wave
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v-38 table
wave and half round wave

Wave Table / 4 Adjustable Feet /  

W:1300 D:825 H:460, 530, 590, 640, 710, 760
With glides 
Silver Frames 
H: 460mm (SM1)  V38RW-1308-46
H: 530mm (SM2)  V38RW-1308-53
H: 590mm (SM3)  V38RW-1308-59
H: 640mm (SM4)  V38RW-1308-64
H: 710mm (SM5)  V38RW-1308-71
H: 760mm (SM6)  V38RW-1308-76

Please suffix order code for the following 
colours:
Maple:  -03G
Beech:  -02G
Grey:  -01G

  £132.00 (+p&p @ £50.00 or free
on orders over £950.00)

Half Round Wave Table /  
4 Adjustable Feet /  

W:1300 D:735 H:460, 530, 590, 640, 710, 760
With glides 
Silver Frames 
H: 460mm (SM1)  V38HCW-1307-46
H: 530mm (SM2)  V38HCW-1307-53
H: 590mm (SM3)  V38HCW-1307-59
H: 640mm (SM4)  V38HCW-1307-64
H: 710mm (SM5)  V38HCW-1307-71
H: 760mm (SM6)  V38HCW-1307-76

Please suffix order code for the following 
colours:
Maple:  -03G
Beech:  -02G
Grey:  -01G

  £132.00 (+p&p @ £50.00 or free
on orders over £950.00)

Wave Table / 2 Adjustable Feet + 
2 Locking Wheels /  

W:1300 D:825 H:460, 530, 590, 640, 710, 760
With castors 
Silver Frames 
H: 460mm (SM1)  V38RW-1308-46
H: 530mm (SM2)  V38RW-1308-53
H: 590mm (SM3)  V38RW-1308-59
H: 640mm (SM4)  V38RW-1308-64
H: 710mm (SM5)  V38RW-1308-71
H: 760mm (SM6)  V38RW-1308-76

Please suffix order code for the following 
colours:
Maple:  -03C
Beech:  -02C
Grey:  -01C

  £142.00 (+p&p @ £50.00 or free
on orders over £950.00)

Half Round Wave Table /  
2 Adjustable Feet + 2 Locking 
Wheels /  

W:1300 D:735 H:460, 530, 590, 640, 710, 760
With castors 
Silver Frames 
H: 460mm (SM1)  V38HCW-1307-46
H: 530mm (SM2)  V38HCW-1307-53
H: 590mm (SM3)  V38HCW-1307-59
H: 640mm (SM4)  V38HCW-1307-64
H: 710mm (SM5)  V38HCW-1307-71
H: 760mm (SM6)  V38HCW-1307-76

Please suffix order code for the following 
colours:
Maple:  -03C
Beech:  -02C
Grey:  -01C

  £142.00 (+p&p @ £50.00 or free
on orders over £950.00)

V-38 Wave and Half Round Wave tables are available 
in the correct heights to comply with EN1729 with 
size marks 1 to 6. Please refer to page 119 for an 
explanation of specifying the correct size mark (SM).
Other colours available on request.
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v-38 flipo
triangular flip table

Flipo Triangular Tables have a unique locking mechanism that locks the table top in the 
working position, the catch is easily accessed from the front of the table and retains the 
table top in the upright position safely. Alternative sizes and shapes are also available. 
Please contact us for details on 01254 678777.

For power pole details, see  
opposite page

tables  /   v-38 flipo   /   triangular flip table

Triangular 90˚ tables can be arranged in 
pairs to seat four people or two pairs to 
seat eight. See diagram above.

Power & Data Pole // 

H:1180
Tall:        PADP-1717-118

                                            £poa

H:720
Short:    PADP-1717-72

                                            £poa

Freestanding power and data. 
Includes 3 power blocks, each 

having 4 power and 2 data 
ports (RJ45 CAT6).

v-38 table
60˚ & 90˚ triangle

Triangle Table 60° / 3 adjustable 
feet /  

W:985  D:780  H:460, 530, 590, 640, 710, 760
With glides and silver frames:
H: 460mm (SM1)  V38T60-0907-46
H: 530mm (SM2)  V38T60-0907-53
H: 590mm (SM3)  V38T60-0907-59
H: 640mm (SM4)  V38T60-0907-64
H: 710mm (SM5)  V38T60-0907-71
H: 760mm (SM6)  V38T60-0907-76
Please suffix order code for the following 
colours:
Maple:  -03G
Beech:  -02G
Grey:  -01G

  £86.00 (+p&p @ £50.00 or free
on orders over £950.00)

Triangle Table 90° / 3 adjustable 
feet /  

W:985  D:780  H:460, 530, 590, 640, 710, 760
With glides and silver frames:
H: 460mm (SM1)  V38T90-0907-46
H: 530mm (SM2)  V38T90-0907-53
H: 590mm (SM3)  V38T90-0907-59
H: 640mm (SM4)  V38T90-0907-64
H: 710mm (SM5)  V38T90-0907-71
H: 760mm (SM6)  V38T90-0907-76
Please suffix order code for the following 
colours:
Maple:  -03G
Beech:  -02G
Grey:  -01G

  £86.00 (+p&p @ £50.00 or free
on orders over £950.00)

Triangle Table 60° / 2 adjustable 
feet + 1 Locking Wheel /  

W:985  D:780  H:460, 530, 590, 640, 710, 760
With castor and silver frames:
H: 460mm (SM1)  V38T60-0907-46
H: 530mm (SM2)  V38T60-0907-53
H: 590mm (SM3)  V38T60-0907-59
H: 640mm (SM4)  V38T60-0907-64
H: 710mm (SM5)  V38T60-0907-71
H: 760mm (SM6)  V38T60-0907-76
Please suffix order code for the following 
colours:
Maple:  -03C
Beech:  -02C
Grey:  -01C

  £96.00 (+p&p @ £50.00 or free
on orders over £950.00)

Triangular Flipo Table /  
2 Adjustable Feet + Twin Wheels /  

W:740 D:570  H:460, 530, 590, 640, 710, 760
With castors and silver frames:
H: 460mm (SM1)  V38T60-0705-46
H: 530mm (SM2)  V38T60-0705-53
H: 590mm (SM3)  V38T60-0705-59
H: 640mm (SM4)  V38T60-0705-64
H: 710mm (SM5)  V38T60-0705-71
H: 760mm (SM6)  V38T60-0705-76
Please suffix order code for the following 
colours:
Maple:  -03C
Beech:  -02C
Grey:  -01C

  £106.00 (+p&p @ £50.00 or free
on orders over £950.00)

All of Freedom Ability’s 
tables are available in the 
correct heights to comply 
with EN1729 with size 
marks 1 to 6. Please refer to 
page 119 for an explanation 
of specifying the correct size 
mark (SM). Other colours 
available on request.

The V-38 Triangular Flipo table is available in the 
correct heights to comply with EN1729 with size 
marks 1 to 6. Please refer to page 117 for an 
explanation of specifying the correct size mark (SM).
Other colours available on request.
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tables   /   v-50 table   /   heavy duty rectangular tables for classroom, art, science, & technology

v-50 table
heavy duty rectangular tables for 
classroom, art, science, & technology

Seating and Standing 
Heights Available

These tables are  constructed from fully 
welded heavy duty 50mm round steel tube 
making them exceptionally strong. The 
adjustable feet compensate for 
uneven floors.

Perfect for use in classrooms where 
durability is the key priority or practical 
work areas where the strong legs can 
maintain standing height stability coupled 
with allowing unrestricted access to all 
sides. The V-50 range has become a 
favourite of the academy programme 
and are regularly specified by the major 
academy groups.

They are available in a variety of sizes, 
finishes and shapes, including square, 
rectangular, trapezoidal and round with a 
27mm laminate MDF or 13mm Trespa top.

The trapezoidal table has one 1500mm 
edge with a parallel 802mm edge and 
two sloping 697mm edges. They can be 
arranged in a multitude of ways to create a 
hexagonal work area.

V-50 Table Trapezoidal //  

W:1500  D:604  H:710, 760, 850, 900
Frame: Silver
Laminate                                          £120.00
H: 710mm (SM5)  V50ZL-1506-71
H: 760mm (SM6)  V50ZL-1506-76
H: 850mm (Standing)  V50ZL-1506-85
H: 900mm (Standing)  V50ZL-1506-90
Please suffix order code for the following 
colours:
Maple:  -03
Beech:  -02
Grey:  -01

W:1500  D:604  H:710, 760, 850, 900
Frame: Silver
Trespa                                             £224.00
H: 710mm (SM5)  V50ZT-1506-71
H: 760mm (SM6)  V50ZT-1506-76
H: 850mm (Standing)  V50ZT-1506-85
H: 900mm (Standing)  V50ZT-1506-90
Please suffix order code for the following 
colours:
Speckled Grey                                       -08 
Plain Grey:                                             -09 
    

(+p&p @ £50.00 or free
on orders over £950.00)

V-50 Table Rectangular //  

W:1200  D:600  H:710, 760, 850, 900
Frame: Silver
Laminate                                          £113.00
H: 710mm (SM5)  V50RL-1206-71
H: 760mm (SM6)  V50RL-1206-76
H: 850mm (Standing)  V50RL-1206-85
H: 900mm (Standing)  V50RL-1206-90
Please suffix order code for the following 
colours:
Maple:  -03
Beech:  -02
Grey:  -01

W:1200  D:600  H:710, 760, 850, 900
Frame: Silver
Trespa                                             £190.00
H: 710mm (SM5)  V50RT-1206-71
H: 760mm (SM6)  V50RT-1206-76
H: 850mm (Standing)  V50RT-1206-85
H: 900mm (Standing)  V50RT-1206-90
Please suffix order code for the following 
colours:
Speckled Grey                                       -08 
Plain Grey:                                             -09 
    

(+p&p @ £50.00 or free
on orders over £950.00)

V-50 Table Square //  

W:600  D:600 H:710, 760, 850, 900
Frame: Silver
Laminate                                          £104.00
H: 710mm (SM5)  V50SL-0606-71
H: 760mm (SM6)  V50SL-0606-76
H: 850mm (Standing)  V50SL-0606-85
H: 900mm (Standing)  V50SL-0606-90
Please suffix order code for the following 
colours:
Maple:  -03
Beech:  -02
Grey:  -01

W:600  D:600 H:710, 760, 850, 900
Frame: Silver
Trespa                                             £132.00
H: 710mm (SM5)  V50ST-0606-71
H: 760mm (SM6)  V50ST-0606-76
H: 850mm (Standing)  V50ST-0606-85
H: 900mm (Standing)  V50ST-0606-90
Please suffix order code for the following 
colours:
Speckled Grey                                       -08 
Plain Grey:                                             -09 
    

(+p&p @ £50.00 or free
on orders over £950.00)

V-50 Table Round //  

Dia:1000 H:710, 760, 850, 900
Frame: Silver
Laminate                                          £118.00
H: 710mm (SM5)  V50CL-1010-71
H: 760mm (SM6)  V50CL-1010-76
H: 850mm (Standing)  V50CL-1010-85
H: 900mm (Standing)  V50CL-1010-90
Please suffix order code for the following 
colours:
Maple:  -03
Beech:  -02
Grey:  -01

Dia:1000 H:710, 760, 850, 900
Frame: Silver
Trespa                                             £262.00
H: 710mm (SM5)  V50CT-1010-71
H: 760mm (SM6)  V50CT-1010-76
H: 850mm (Standing)  V50CT-1010-85
H: 900mm (Standing)  V50CT-1010-90
Please suffix order code for the following 
colours:
Speckled Grey                                       -08 
Plain Grey:                                             -09 
    

(+p&p @ £50.00 or free
on orders over £950.00)

V-38 Wave and Half Round 
Wave tables are available in 
the correct heights to comply 
with EN1729 with size marks 
1 to 6. Please refer to page 
119 for an explanation of 
specifying the correct size 
mark (SM).Other colours 
available on request.
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tables   /   v-50 table   /   large rectangular & square project tables
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v-50 table
large rectangular & square project tables

V-50 Table Square Project /
1200mm x1200mm /  

W:1200  D:1200  H:710, 760, 850, 900
Frame: Silver
Laminate                                          £149.00
H: 710mm (SM5)  V50SL-1212-71
H: 760mm (SM6)  V50SL-1212-76
H: 850mm (Standing)  V50SL-1212-85
H: 900mm (Standing)  V50SL-1212-90
Please suffix order code for the following 
colours:
Maple:  -03
Beech:  -02
Grey:  -01

W:1200  D1200  H:710, 760, 850, 900
Frame: Silver
Trespa                                             £320.00
H: 710mm (SM5)  V50ST-1212-71
H: 760mm (SM6)  V50ST-1212-76
H: 850mm (Standing)  V50ST-1212-85
H: 900mm (Standing)  V50ST-1212-90
Please suffix order code for the following 
colours:
Speckled Grey                                       -08 
Plain Grey:                                             -09 
    

(+p&p @ £50.00 or free
on orders over £950.00)

V-50 Table Rectangular Project /
1500mm x 750mm /  

W:1500  D:750  H:710, 760, 850, 900
Frame: Silver
Laminate                                          £149.00
H: 710mm (SM5)  V50RL-1575-71
H: 760mm (SM6)  V50RL-1575-76
H: 850mm (Standing)  V50RL-1575-85
H: 900mm (Standing)  V50RL-1575-90
Please suffix order code for the following 
colours:
Maple:  -03
Beech:  -02
Grey:  -01

W:1500  D:750  H:710, 760, 850, 900
Frame: Silver
Trespa                                             £320.00
H: 710mm (SM5)  V50RT-1575-71
H: 760mm (SM6)  V50RT-1575-76
H: 850mm (Standing)  V50RT-1575-85
H: 900mm (Standing)  V50RT-1575-90
Please suffix order code for the following 
colours:
Speckled Grey                                       -08 
Plain Grey:                                             -09 
    

(+p&p @ £50.00 or free
on orders over £950.00)

V-50 Table Rectangular Project /
1800mm x 900mm /  

W:1800  D:900  H:710, 760, 850, 900
Frame: Silver
Laminate                                          £237.00
H: 710mm (SM5)  V50RL-1890-71
H: 760mm (SM6)  V50RL-1890-76
H: 850mm (Standing)  V50RL-1890-85
H: 900mm (Standing)  V50RL-1890-90
Please suffix order code for the following 
colours:
Maple:  -03
Beech:  -02
Grey:  -01

W:1800  D:900  H:710, 760, 850, 900
Frame: Silver
Trespa                                             £380.00
H: 710mm (SM5)  V50RT-1890-71
H: 760mm (SM6)  V50RT-1890-76
H: 850mm (Standing)  V50RT-1890-85
H: 900mm (Standing)  V50RT-1890-90
Please suffix order code for the following 
colours:
Speckled Grey                                       -08 
Plain Grey:                                             -09 
    

(+p&p @ £50.00 or free
on orders over £950.00)

tables   /   study carrel

study carrel
calm working & private study

Study Carrel //  

W:1000  D:800  DH:460, 530, 590, 640, 710, 
760  H:1200
H: 460mm (SM1)  SCR-1008-46
H: 530mm (SM2)  SCR-1008-53
H: 590mm (SM3)  SCR-1008-59
H: 640mm (SM4)  SCR-1008-64
H: 710mm (SM5)  SCR-1008-71
H: 760mm (SM6)  SCR-1008-76
Please suffix order code for the following 
colours:
Maple:  -03G
Beech:  -02G
Grey:  -01G

  £167.00 (+p&p @ £50.00 or free
on orders over £950.00)

Study Carrels are available in the correct heights 
to comply with EN1729 with size marks 1 to 
6. Please refer to page 119 for an explanation 
of specifying the correct size mark (SM). Other 
colours available on request.
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tables   /   ct-38 table   /   rectangular, square, trapezoidal fully welded budget tables

ct-38 table
rectangular, square, trapezoidal fully welded 
budget tables

CT-38 tables

Constructed from the same durable 
materials as the V-38 table with a welded 
frame, making this the budget alternative 
stronger and more cost effective.

Table Rectangular //  

W:1200  D:600  H: 460, 530, 590, 640, 710, 760
Frame: Silver
H: 460mm (SM1)  CT38R-1206-46
H: 530mm (SM2)  CT38R-1206-53
H: 590mm (SM3)  CT38R-1206-59
H: 640mm (SM4)  CT38R-1206-64
H: 710mm (SM5)  CT38R-1206-71
H: 760mm (SM6)  CT38R-1206-76
Please suffix order code for the following 
colours:
Maple:  -03
Beech:  -02
Grey:  -01

  £79.50 (+p&p @ £50.00 or free
on orders over £950.00)

Trapezoidal Table //  

W:1300  D:570  H: 460, 530, 590, 640, 710, 760
Frame: Silver
H: 460mm (SM1)  CT38Z-1305-46
H: 530mm (SM2)  CT38Z-1305-53
H: 590mm (SM3)  CT38Z-1305-59
H: 640mm (SM4)  CT38Z-1305-64
H: 710mm (SM5)  CT38Z-1305-71
H: 760mm (SM6)  CT38Z-1305-76
Please suffix order code for the following 
colours:
Maple:  -03
Beech:  -02
Grey:  -01

  £79.50 (+p&p @ £50.00 or free
on orders over £950.00)

Table Rectangular / Trespa /  

W:1200  D:600  H: 460, 530, 590, 640, 710, 760
Frame: Silver
H: 460mm (SM1)  CT38RT-1206-46
H: 530mm (SM2)  CT38RT-1206-53
H: 590mm (SM3)  CT38RT-1206-59
H: 640mm (SM4)  CT38RT-1206-64
H: 710mm (SM5)  CT38RT-1206-71
H: 760mm (SM6)  CT38RT-1206-76
Please suffix order code for the following 
colours:
Speckled Grey:  -08
Plain Grey:  -09

  £131.50 (+p&p @ £50.00 or free
on orders over £950.00)

Square Table //  

W:600  D:600  H: 460, 530, 590, 640, 710, 760
Frame: Silver
H: 460mm (SM1)  CT38S-0606-46
H: 530mm (SM2)  CT38S-0606-53
H: 590mm (SM3)  CT38S-0606-59
H: 640mm (SM4)  CT38S-0606-64
H: 710mm (SM5)  CT38S-0606-71
H: 760mm (SM6)  CT38S-0606-76
Please suffix order code for the following 
colours:
Maple:  -03
Beech:  -02
Grey:  -01

£58.00  (+p&p @ £50.00 or free
on orders over £950.00)

CT-38 rectangular, square and trapezoidal tables are 
available in the correct heights to comply with EN1729 
with size marks 1 to 6. Please refer to page 119 for an 
explanation of specifying the correct size mark (SM).
Other colours available on request.

Shown with optional black frame

Shown with optional black frame



ict workspaces   /   music & saw tooth   /   music, ict & technology workstations

ict workspaces//

–– 

music & saw tooth
music, ict & technology workstations

Music Desk // 

W:1000  D:800
Desk Height: 720
Shelf Height: 980
Shelf Depth: 365
Frame: Silver 
Worktop: 
Maple:  MUD-1008-72-03
Beech:  MUD-1008-72-02
Grey:  MUD-1008-72-01

 £250.00 (+p&p @ £50.00 or free
on orders over £950.00)

Saw Tooth Desk// 

W:1200  D:1050  H:720
Right-hand version
Maple:  DSTR-1210-72-03
Beech:  DSTR-1210-72-02
Grey:  DSTR-1210-72-01

 £199.00 (+p&p @ £50.00 or free
on orders over £950.00)

W:1200  D:1050  H:720
Left-hand version
Maple:  DSTL-1210-72-03
Beech:  DSTL-1210-72-02
Grey:  DSTL-1210-72-01

 £199.00 (+p&p @ £50.00 or free
on orders over £950.00)

Saw toothed desks are ideal for sewing machines 
and ICT use. Right hand version is shown above.

Music Desk features a pull-out IT keyboard shelf.

Saw Tooth Tables

These are predominantly used for ICT 
and sewing machines, optional integrated 
power sockets are also available.
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Optional USB charging and 13 Amp sockets that can 
be inserted into the top surface. Please call our sales 
line for more details and pricing 01254 678777. Please 
see page 85.

tables   /   meeting tables   /  conference/staff preparation/dual purpose skid tables

Meeting tables

Oval meeting tables are available in 
two sizes and can accommodate six 
or ten adults.

Skidframe tables

Can easily and silently be moved to 
different locations on a carpeted floor. 
They are often used where there is 
a perimeter shelf housing computer 
equipment. These tables allow the shelf to 
become a complete computer workstation 
and the tables can also be easily grouped 
together for other activities.

meeting tables 
skid tables
conference/staff preparation/dual purpose skid tables

Meeting Table  //
Six Person 

W:1800  D:1200  H:720
Worktop:
Maple:  MT6-1812-72-03
Beech:  MT6-1812-72-02
Grey:  MT6-1812-72-01

£306.00

Ten Person

W:3000  D:1200  H:720
Worktop:
Maple:  MT10-3012-72-03
Beech:  MT10-3012-72-02
Grey:  MT10-3012-72-01

£337.00 (+p&p @ £50.00
or free on orders over £950.00) 
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All of Freedom Ability’s tables are available in the 
correct heights to comply with EN1729 with size 
marks 5 to 6. Please refer to page 119 for an 
explanation of specifying the correct size mark (SM).
Other colours available on request.

Skid Rectangular Table //  

W:1200  D:600  H:710, 760
Silver frame
H: 710mm (SM5)  TS25R-1206-71
H: 760mm (SM6)  TS25R-1206-76
Please suffix order code for the following 
colours:
Maple:  -03G
Beech:  -02G
Grey:  -01G

  £79.50 (+p&p @ £50.00 or free
on orders over £950.00)

Skid Square Table //  

W:600  D:600  H:710, 760
Silver frame
H: 710mm (SM5)  TS25S-0606-71
H: 760mm (SM6)  TS25S-0606-76
Please suffix order code for the following 
colours:
Maple:  -03G
Beech:  -02G
Grey:  -01G

  £58.00 (+p&p @ £50.00 or free
on orders over £950.00)
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ict workspaces   /   ict cluster   /   group working & collaboration

ict cluster
group working & collaboration / cpu security
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All of Freedom Ability’s tables are available in the 
correct heights to comply with EN1729 with size 
marks 1 to 6. Please refer to page 119 for an 
explanation of specifying the correct size mark (SM).
Other colours available on request.

Safety of data and IT equipment is integral 
to this design. Developed after listening to 
Thomas Telford School, the CPU cabinet 
is also lockable and designed to enable 
the computer to be turned on and off with 
the door locked.

This range is manufactured  
from durable Trespa.

Large IT Hexagon //  

W:2250  D:2250  H: 460, 530, 590, 640, 700, 760
Frame: Silver
H: 530mm (SM2)  V50LITH-2222-53
H: 590mm (SM3)  V50LITH-2222-59
H: 640mm (SM4)  V50LITH-2222-64
H: 710mm (SM5)  V50LITH-2222-71
H: 760mm (SM6)  V50LITH-2222-76
Please suffix order code for the following 
colours:
Speckled Grey:  -08
Plain Grey:  -09
Black:  -10

 £2,186.00  (+p&p @ £50.00 or free
on orders over £950.00)

Whiteboard Teacher Station //  

W:1400  D:700  H: 460, 530, 590, 640, 700, 760
Frame: Silver
H: 710mm (SM5)  V50WTS-1470-71
H: 760mm (SM6)  V50WTS-1470-76
Please suffix order code for the following 
colours:
Speckled Grey:  -08
Plain Grey:  -09
Black:  -10

  £362.00  (+p&p @ £50.00 or free
on orders over £950.00)

Small IT Hexagon //  

W:2000  D:2000  H: 460, 530, 590, 640, 700, 760
Frame: Silver
H: 530mm (SM2)  V50SITH-2020-53
H: 590mm (SM3)  V50SITH-2020-59
H: 640mm (SM4)  V50SITH-2020-64
H: 710mm (SM5)  V50SITH-2020-71
H: 760mm (SM6)  V50SITH-2020-76
Please suffix order code for the following 
colours:
Speckled Grey:  -08
Plain Grey:  -09
Black:  -10

 £2,186.00  (+p&p @ £50.00 or free
on orders over £950.00)

2 Way IT Workstation //  

W:1400  D:950  H: 460, 530, 590, 640, 700, 760
Frame: Silver
H: 530mm (SM2)  V502WIT-1495-53
H: 590mm (SM3)  V502WIT-1495-59
H: 640mm (SM4)  V502WIT-1495-64
H: 710mm (SM5)  V502WIT-1495-71
H: 760mm (SM6)  V502WIT-1495-76
Please suffix order code for the following 
colours:
Speckled Grey:  -08
Plain Grey:  -09
Black:  -10

  £938.00  (+p&p @ £50.00 or free
on orders over £950.00)

Classroom Table //  

W:1400  D:700  H: 460, 530, 590, 640, 700, 760
Frame: Silver
H: 530mm (SM2)  V50RT-1470-53
H: 590mm (SM3)  V50RT-1470-59
H: 640mm (SM4)  V50RT-1470-64
H: 710mm (SM5)  V50RT-1470-71
H: 760mm (SM6)  V50RT-1470-76
Please suffix order code for the following 
colours:
Speckled Grey:  -08
Plain Grey:  -09
Black:  -10

£190.00  (+p&p @ £50.00 or free
on orders over £950.00)
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ict workspaces   /   ict cluster   /   group working & collaboration

desk & screen 
segment
group working & collaboration / cpu security
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Desk & Screen Segment //

W:990  D:877  H:720
Frame Silver: 
Maple:  D&SS-9987-72-03
Beech:  D&SS-9987-72-02
Grey:  D&SS-9987-72-01

 £146.00  (+p&p @ £25.00 or free
on orders over £950.00)

Teacher’s Segment //

W:5180  D:2590  H:720
Frame Silver: 
Maple:  TS-5125-72-03
Beech:  TS-5125-72-02
Grey:  TS-5125-72-01

 £900.00  (+p&p @ £25.00 or free
on orders over £950.00)

Individual segment desks with a 
built in privacy screen to the left 
hand side allows many flexible 
combinations of layout, they can 
be used for ICT or general study 
in hexagonals, half hexagonals or 
individual configurations.

All of Freedom Ability’s tables are available in the 
correct heights to comply with EN1729 with size 
marks 1 to 6. Please refer to page 119 for an 
explanation of specifying the correct size mark (SM).
Other colours available on request.
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daisy chain 
ict desks
linkable tables including power modules & leads

These single or two person computer desks (when ordered 
with cable management) feature a rear panel with access to 
power modules and three compartment cable segregation. 
This allows a number of desks to offer power charging from 
one 13 amp power socket. The ‘DIT1’ codes and prices include 
1 no. mains lead 1.5m long fitted with a 13amp plug top and 
1 no. interconnecting lead 1.5m long enabling daisychaining 
of the desks. 

With plug sockets and horizontal cable management.
The modesty panel is reversible so the cable 
management and power units can be on the inside 
under the table top. Orders less than £950.00 may be 
delivered flat packed.
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All Daisy Chain ICT desks are available in the correct 
heights to comply with EN1729 with size marks 1 
to 6. Please refer to page 119 for an explanation of 
specifying the correct size mark (SM).
Other colours available on request.

Daisy Chain ICT Desks //
600 mm wide
With Cable Management & Plug Socket 

W:600  D:600  H: 460, 530, 590, 640, 720, 760
Frame: Silver
H: 460mm (SM1)  DIT1-0606-46
H: 530mm (SM2)  DIT1-0606-53
H: 590mm (SM3)  DIT1-0606-59
H: 640mm (SM4)  DIT1-0606-64
H: 710mm (SM5)  DIT1-0606-71
H: 760mm (SM6)  DIT1-0606-76
Please suffix order code for the following 
colours:
Maple:  -03
Beech:  -02
Grey:  -01

  £126.00  (+p&p @ £50.00 or free
on orders over £950.00)

Daisy Chain ICT Desks //
1200 mm wide
With Cable Management & Plug Socket 

W:1200  D:600  H: 460, 530, 590, 640, 720, 760
Frame: Silver
H: 460mm (SM1)  DIT1-1206-46
H: 530mm (SM2)  DIT1-1206-53
H: 590mm (SM3)  DIT1-1206-59
H: 640mm (SM4)  DIT1-1206-64
H: 710mm (SM5)  DIT1-1206-71
H: 760mm (SM6)  DIT1-1206-76
Please suffix order code for the following 
colours:
Maple:  -03
Beech:  -02
Grey:  -01

  £149.00  (+p&p @ £50.00 or free
on orders over £950.00)

Daisy Chain ICT Desks //
1500 mm wide
With Cable Management & Plug Socket 

W:1500  D:800  H: 460, 530, 590, 640, 720, 760
Frame: Silver
H: 460mm (SM1)  DIT1-1508-46
H: 530mm (SM2)  DIT1-1508-53
H: 590mm (SM3)  DIT1-1508-59
H: 640mm (SM4)  DIT1-1508-64
H: 710mm (SM5)  DIT1-1508-71
H: 760mm (SM6)  DIT1-1508-76
Please suffix order code for the following 
colours:
Maple:  -03
Beech:  -02
Grey:  -01

  £160.00  (+p&p @ £50.00 or free
on orders over £950.00)

Daisy Chain ICT Desks //
600 mm wide
Without Cable Management & Plug Socket

W:600  D:600  H: 460, 530, 590, 640, 720, 760
Frame: Silver
H: 460mm (SM1)  DIT2-0606-46
H: 530mm (SM2)  DIT2-0606-53
H: 590mm (SM3)  DIT2-0606-59
H: 640mm (SM4)  DIT2-0606-64
H: 710mm (SM5)  DIT2-0606-71
H: 760mm (SM6)  DIT2-0606-76
Please suffix order code for the following 
colours:
Maple:  -03
Beech:  -02
Grey:  -01

  £67.00  (+p&p @ £50.00 or free
on orders over £950.00)

Daisy Chain ICT Desks //
1200 mm wide
Without Cable Management & Plug Socket

W:1200  D:600  H: 460, 530, 590, 640, 720, 760
Frame: Silver
H: 460mm (SM1)  DIT2-1206-46
H: 530mm (SM2)  DIT2-1206-53
H: 590mm (SM3)  DIT2-1206-59
H: 640mm (SM4)  DIT2-1206-64
H: 710mm (SM5)  DIT2-1206-71
H: 760mm (SM6)  DIT2-1206-76
Please suffix order code for the following 
colours:
Maple:  -03
Beech:  -02
Grey:  -01

  £90.00  (+p&p @ £50.00 or free
on orders over £950.00)

Daisy Chain ICT Desks //
1500 mm wide
Without Cable Management & Plug Socket

W:1500  D:800  H: 460, 530, 590, 640, 720, 760
Frame: Silver
H: 460mm (SM1)  DIT2-1508-46
H: 530mm (SM2)  DIT2-1508-53
H: 590mm (SM3)  DIT2-1508-59
H: 640mm (SM4)  DIT2-1508-64
H: 710mm (SM5)  DIT2-1508-71
H: 760mm (SM6)  DIT2-1508-76
Please suffix order code for the following 
colours:
Maple:  -03
Beech:  -02
Grey:  -01

  £101.00  (+p&p @ £50.00 or free
on orders over £950.00)

Mobile Locking 3 Drawer Pedestal / 
Under Desk /  
  
W:425  D:515  H:670
Melamine finish £105.00
Maple:  MP3-0405-67-03
Beech:  MP3-0405-67-02
Grey:  MP3-0405-67-01

(+p&p @ £50.00 or free
on orders over £950.00)

ict workspaces   /   daisy chain ict desks   /  linkable tables including power modules & leads



relay linear 
ict desk
cable segregation with rotating tower hanger

A two person computer desk 
with rear and desk-top access 
to the cable tray and fitted 
with a rotating tower hanger 
to enable easy access for 
the CPU unit. The desk can 
also be used as an admin  or 
teacher’s desk when used 
in conjunction with a mobile 
pedestal. 

Shown with bespoke tower hangers. 
Contact our sales team for more 
information.

CPU not included with tower hanger.

ict workspaces   /   relay linear ict desk   /   cable segregation with rotating tower hanger
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Desk mounted power, and power/data 
units can be installed in all the furniture 
within this catalogue. The other sloping 
design helps to deflect spillage.

USB, data and three pin power sockets 
are all available in various configurations. 
The USB units bypasses the need for 
transformers, keeping mobile charging 
light and easy.

integrating 
technology
solutions for the iPad and other technologies

Recognising and supporting the use of 
iPads and integrating with plasma displays 
will be key to the success of the furniture, 
fittings and equipment solution.

The tablet arm has been designed to 
securely house all three generations of 
the iPad. The feet and cam lock have 
been designed to provide minimal visual 
intrusion on the tablet. The cam lock also 
provides theft deterrence for tablets left on 
workstations.

Tablet Arm //
For iPad 

 TA01

 £209.00

Tower Hanger //

 RLTH

 £36.00

Deskmount Charge Unit 3 //
1 x UK Socket
2 x USB 

Dia:90  H:15 
Frame: Silver/Black DC3

 £120.00 

Deskmount Charge Unit 2 //
3 x USB 

Dia:90  H:15 
Frame: Silver/Black DC2

 £120.00 

Deskmount Charge Unit 1 //
1 x UK Socket
1 x CAT5e Data (RJ45) outlet
1 x USB Outlet 

Dia:90  H:15 
Frame: Silver/Black DC1

 £120.00 

ict workspaces   /  integrating technology   /   solutions with the iPad and other technologies

All of Freedom Ability’s tables 
are available in the correct 
heights to comply with EN1729 
with size marks 1 to 6. Please 
refer to page 119 for an 
explanation of specifying the 
correct size mark (SM).
Other colours available on 
request.

Linear Cable Managed ICT Desk //
Without Tower Hangers  

W:1500  D:750  H: 460, 530, 590, 640, 720, 750
Frame: Silver
H: 460mm (SM1)  RITR-1575-46
H: 530mm (SM2)  RITR-1575-53
H: 590mm (SM3)  RITR-1575-59
H: 640mm (SM4)  RITR-1575-64
H: 710mm (SM5)  RITR-1575-71
H: 760mm (SM6)  RITR-1575-76
Please suffix order code for the following 
colours:
Maple:  -03
Beech:  -02
Grey:  -01

  £150.00  (+p&p @ £50.00 or free
on orders over £950.00)



office furniture
office chairs

seating   /   office furniture   /   office chairs
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Managers / Admin Chair //
Medium Back without Arms 

W:540  D:510 H:1000  SH:Adjustable
 MACM-0505-46

 £152.00  (+p&p @ £15.00 or free
on orders over £950.00)

Medium Back with Arms 

W:540  D:510 H:1000  SH:Adjustable
 MACMA-0505-46

 £175.00  (+p&p @ £15.00 or free
on orders over £950.00)

Operator / Teachers Chair //
Medium Back without Arms 

W:470 D:540 SH:490-630
 OTC-0405-49

 £71.00  (+p&p @ £15.00 or free
on orders over £950.00)

Medium Back with Arms 

W:470 D:540 SH:490-630
 OTCA-0405-49

 £92.00  (+p&p @ £15.00 or free
on orders over £950.00)

Managers / Admin Chair //
High Back without Arms 

W:540  D:510 H:1100  SH:Adjustable 
  MACH-0505-46

 £158.00  (+p&p @ £15.00 or free
on orders over £950.00)

High Back with Arms 

W:540  D:510 H:1100  SH:Adjustable 
  MACHA-0505-46

 £179.00  (+p&p @ £15.00 or free
on orders over £950.00)

Visitors / Meeting Chair // 

W:480  D:460 H:900 SH:470 
 VCS-0404-47

 £82.00  (+p&p @ £15.00 or free
on orders over £950.00)

Chrome Conference Chair // 

W:545  D:425 H:820 SH:470 
Frame: Chrome CCC-0504-47

 £41.00  (+p&p @ £15.00 or free
on orders over £950.00)

W:545  D:425 H:820 SH:470 
Frame: Black BCC-0504-47

 £41.00  (+p&p @ £15.00 or free
on orders over £950.00)

Swivel chairs shown with optional 
metal  base.

Please refer to the Mainline Plus fabric 
chart on page 119, and when ordering 
suffix the product code with your 
chosen fabric reference, or contact 
our sales team for bespoke materials 
01254 678777
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tub chair  
& bean bag soft seating

cool chair, stool  
& table  soft seating

Tub Chair // 

W:680  D:660  H:750  H:430  
Frame: Silver 
Mainline Plus: TCF1-0606-43
 (please suf�x order code with fabric choice)

 £132.35  (+p&p @ £15.00 or free
on orders over £950.00)

Vinyl: TCV1-0606-43

 £150.00  (+p&p @ £15.00 or free
on orders over £950.00)

Suf�x chair code with: 
Black: -10 Ivory: -11
Blue: -12  Red: -13
Sky Blue -14

Cool is a range of informal and robust low-level 
seating. It is available in the full range of mainline 
fabrics and vinyls, swatches are available on request 
and the upholstery can be in a single or a two tone 
fabric �nish

Cool Chair //
 
W:530  D:620 H:750
Frame: Silver 
 COLC-0506-75
 (please suf�x order code with fabric choice)

 £120.00  (+p&p @ £15.00 or free
on orders over £950.00)

For tub chair and cool chair, please 
refer to the Mainline Plus fabric chart 
on page 119, and when ordering suf�x 
the product code with your chosen 
fabric reference, or contact our sales 
team for bespoke materials and vinyl 
options on 01254 678777

Cool Coffee Table Square // 

W:600  D:600 H:410
Frame: Silver 
Worktop:
Grey COCT-0606-41-01
Beech COCT-0606-41-02
Maple COCT-0606-41-03

 £79.00  (+p&p @ £15.00 or free
on orders over £950.00)

Cool Coffee Table Rectangle // 

W:1000  D:600 H:410
Frame: Silver 
Worktop:
Grey COCT-1006-41-01
Beech COCT-1006-41-02
Maple COCT-1006-41-03

 £99.00  (+p&p @ £15.00 or free
on orders over £950.00)

Cool Stool Round //
For upholstery options please refer to
our fabric chart on page 9 

W:470 Diameter  H:450 
Frame: Silver 
 CORS-0404-45
 (please suf�x order code with fabric choice)

 £115.00  (+p&p @ £15.00 or free
on orders over £950.00)

Cool Stool Square //
For upholstery options please refer to
our fabric chart on page 9 

W:480  D:480 H:450
Frame: Silver 
 COSS-0404-45
 (please suf�x order code with fabric choice)

 £115.00  (+p&p @ £15.00 or free
on orders over £950.00)

Please refer to the Mainline Plus fabric 
chart on page 119, and when ordering 
suf�x the product code with your 
chosen fabric reference, or contact our 
sales team for bespoke materials on 
01254 678777.

Bean Bag //  

W:1400  D:1100  
Choice of colours available on request
  BBV-1411

  £63 .00 (+p&p @ £50.00 or free
on orders over £950.00)

Cool Coffee Table Round // 

Dia:600 H:410                          
Frame: Silver                                     £79.00
Worktop:
Grey CCCT-0606-41-01
Beech CCCT-0606-41-02
Maple CCCT-0606-41-03

   (+p&p @ £15.00 or free
on orders over £950.00)
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seating   /   eduflex seating   /   classroom & general areas

Eduflex is specifically designed for 
the education marketplace. The 
gas injection moulding process of 
the chair shell maintains stability 
and aesthetics. 

Eduflex is available in three 
designs; four leg is the most 
economical, reverse cantilever 
protects the floor and the 
operator version is height 
adjustable and will swivel 
through 360º.

eduflex seating
classroom & general areas

Four Leg Chair // 

W:430  D:460 H:430-460 
430mm-size mark: 5:  EF4-4346-43
460mm-size mark: 6:  EF4-4346-46

 £37.12  (+p&p @ £15.00 or free
on orders over £950.00)

Suffix chair code with: 
Green: -10 Grey: -15
Ivory: -11 Orange: -16
Blue: -12  Black: -17
Red: -13 Purple: -18
Yellow: -14 Bubblegum: -19
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Order Codes Explained // 

To place an order for a size mark 5
Eduflex Cantilever Chair with a green shell
and a seat pad, the code will look as follows:
EFC-4243-43    -10        -EF-SP     IF084
(Chair code)    (Colour)   (Seat pad)  (Fabric) 

Seat Pad for Eduflex Chairs // 

Suffix chair code with this code 
and fabric reference EF-SP

 £14.25  (+p&p @ £15.00 or free
when ordered with chair)

For seat pad finishes, please refer to the 
Mainline Plus fabric chart on page 119, 
and when ordering suffix the product 
code with your chosen fabric reference, 
or contact our sales team for bespoke 
materials on 01254 678777

Swivel Chair / With Glides / 

W:575  D:575 H:400-515 
Size mark: 5 & 6  EFO-5757-40-G

 £54.00  (+p&p @ £15.00 or free
on orders over £950.00)

Suffix chair code with: 
Green: -10 Grey: -15
Ivory: -11 Orange: -16
Blue: -12  Black: -17
Red: -13 Purple: -18
Yellow: -14 Bubblegum: -19

Swivel Chair / With Castors / 

W:575  D:575 H:400-515 
Size mark: 5 & 6  EFO-5757-40-C

 £54.00  (+p&p @ £15.00 or free
on orders over £950.00)

Suffix chair code with: 
Green: -10 Grey: -15
Ivory: -11 Orange: -16
Blue: -12  Black: -17
Red: -13 Purple: -18
Yellow: -14 Bubblegum: -19

Reverse Cantilever Chair // 

W:420  D:430 H:430-460 
430mm-size mark: 5:  EFC-4243-43
460mm-size mark: 6:  EFC-4243-46

 £54.00  (+p&p @ £15.00 or free
on orders over £950.00)

Suffix chair code with: 
Green: -10 Grey: -15
Ivory: -11 Orange: -16
Blue: -12  Black: -17
Red: -13 Purple: -18
Yellow: -14 Bubblegum: -19

The reverse cantilever design improves 
health and safety as, when stored 
on a table, the chair is less likely to fall off 
the table top and cause injury. 
This safe storage solution also aids 
classroom cleaning.
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SE Chair
classroom & general seating

SE Chair // 

Overall height: Seat height:  Seat width: Seat depth: Size mark: Code: Price:
H: 535 H: 260 W: 300 D: 200  1  SEC4-3020-26 £21.08
H: 600 H: 310  W: 300 D: 200 2 SEC4-3020-31 £21.52
H: 685 H: 350  W: 348 D: 285 3 SEC4-3428-35 £23.08
H: 725 H: 380  W: 348 D: 285 4 SEC4-3428-38 £23.53
H: 840 H: 430  W: 410 D: 355 5 SEC4-4135-43 £26.44
H: 860 H: 460  W: 410 D: 355 6 SEC4-4135-46 £26.89

  (+p&p @ £15.00 or
free on orders over £950.00)

SE Swivel Chair // 

Overall height: Seat height:  Seat width: Seat depth: Size mark:
H: 810–945 H: 420–555 W: 410 D: 355 5&6  SECS-4135-42
 

 £61.50  (+p&p @ £15.00 or
free on orders over £950.00)

For seat and back colour, suffix chair code with: 
Leaf: -10 Ebony: -14 
Slate: -11  Ivory: -15 
Scarlet: -12 Pacific: -16  
Mocha: -13

For frame colour, suffix chair code with: 
Black: -A White: -D 
Dark Grey: -B  Chrome effect: -E 
Light Grey: -C   

Order Codes Explained // 

To place an order for a size mark 5
SE Chair with a leaf seat and back and light
grey frame, the code will look as follows:
SEC4-4135-43      -10             -C
(Chair code)   (Plastic colour)  (Frame colour) 

The SE Chair is not manufactured 
by Freedom Ability, we are 
however an official distributor.

For two tone seat and back colour 
schemes, please contact our sales team 
on 01254 678777
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postura plus
classroom & general seating

Postura Plus // 

Overall height: Seat height:  Seat width: Seat depth: Size mark: Code: Price:
H: 520 H: 260 W: 275 D: 260  EN1  PPC-2726-26 £17.02
H: 570 H: 310  W: 275 D: 260 EN2 PPC-2726-31 £17.47
H: 635 H: 350  W: 340 D: 325 EN3 PPC-3432-35 £18.22
H: 662 H: 380  W: 340 D: 325 EN4 PPC-3432-38 £18.67
H: 775 H: 430  W: 360 D: 400 EN5 PPC-3640-43 £21.00
H: 810 H: 460  W: 400 D: 430 EN6 PPC-4043-46 £22.35

  (+p&p @ £15.00 or
free on orders over £950.00)

Suffix chair code with: 
Green: -10 Greyhills: -14 Sky: -18 Coral: -22 
Blue: -11  Tangerine: -15 Shadow: -19 Purple: -23
Red: -12 Slate: -16 Lime: -20 Powder: -23
Yellow: -13 Grape: -17 Ivory: -21

460mm 430mm 380mm 350mm 310mm 260mm

Postura Plus is not manufactured by Freedom Ability, 
we are however an official distributor. This chair is 
very robust being manufactured from one piece and is 
very comfortable.

All of Freedom Ability’s tables are available in the 
correct heights to comply with EN1729 with size 
marks 1 to 6. Please refer to page 119 for an 
explanation of specifying the correct size mark (SM).
Other colours available on request.

Task Chair / With Glides / 

W:365  D:370 H:730-835 SH:358-468
  PTC-3637-36-G

 £63.00  (+p&p @ £15.00 or free
on orders over £950.00)

Task Chair / With Castors / 

W:365  D:370 H:750-855 SH:383-493
  PTC-3637-38-C

 £63.00  (+p&p @ £15.00 or free
on orders over £950.00)

Red

Tangerine

Yellow

Lime

Green

Blue

Sky

Powder

Grape

Slate

Greyhills

Ivory

Purple

Coral

Shadow
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mata chair 
classroom & general seating

Mata Swivel Chair // 

W:615  D:420 H:795–925 SH:455–585 
 MSC-6142-45

 £58.50  (+p&p @ £15.00 or free
on orders over £950.00)

For size marks 5–6, suffix chair code with: 
Black: -14 Red: -16
Blue: -15  Grey: -17 

Mata Reverse Cantilever Chair // 

Overall height: Seat height:  Seat width: Seat depth: Size mark: Code: Price:
H: 565 H: 335  W: 360 D: 290 2 MCRC-3629-33 £42.00
H: 660 H: 365 W: 410 D: 410 4 MCRC-4141-36 £42.00
H: 810 H: 480  W: 510 D: 520 6 MCRC-5152-48 £42.00

  (+p&p @ £15.00 or
free on orders over £950.00)

Mata Four Leg Chair // 

Overall height: Seat height:  Seat width: Seat depth: Size mark: Code: Price:
H: 525 H: 260 W: 360 D: 290  1  MC4-3629-26 £28.50
H: 570 H: 310  W: 375 D: 290 2 MC4-3729-31 £30.00
H: 680 H: 350  W: 430 D: 350 3 MC4-4335-35 £30.00
H: 700 H: 380  W: 430 D: 350 4 MC4-4335-38 £31.50
H: 775 H: 430  W: 500 D: 490 5 MC4-5049-43 £33.00
H: 805 H: 460  W: 500 D: 490 6 MC4-5049-46 £36.00

  (+p&p @ £15.00 or
free on orders over £950.00)

For size marks 1–4, suffix chair code with: 
Olive: -10 Yellow: -12
Red: -11  Turquoise: -13 

For size marks 5–6, suffix chair code with:  
Black: -14 Red: -16
Blue: -15  Grey: -17
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activo stool
chairs and stools

The Activo stool, with it’s low back design 
will allow in most cases for the stools to 
be stored underneath a standing height 
loose table whilst standing activities are 
taking place.

Activo and Eduflex stools are stackable 
and feature a single piece polypropylene 
moulded seat and back. The frame has 
been designed to help prevent users 
tipping backwards on the stool. 

They are supported by a skid frame which 
will reduce the risk of damage to floor 
coverings.

Activo Stacking Stool // 

Overall: Seat: 
H: 615 H: 430  AS-3938-43
H: 645 H: 460  AS-3938-46
H: 745 H: 560  AS-3938-56
H: 795 H: 610  AS-3938-61
H: 845 H: 660  AS-3938-66
H: 895 H: 710  AS-3938-71
H: 945 H: 760  AS-3938-76
W: 475 W: 395
D: 420 D: 380 
Frame: Silver
Seat & Back Shell: Black 

 £31.00  (+p&p @ £15.00 or
free on orders over £950.00)
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eduflex stool 
chairs and stools

Eduflex Stool // 

Overall: Seat: 
H: 845 H: 430  EFS-4243-43
H: 875 H: 460  EFS-4243-46
H: 975 H: 560  EFS-4243-56
H: 1025 H: 610  EFS-4243-61
H: 1075 H: 660  EFS-4243-66
H: 1125 H: 710  EFS-4243-71
H: 1175 H: 760  EFS-4243-76
W: 500 W: 420
D: 530 D: 430 
Frame: Silver 

 £50.00  (+p&p @ £15.00 or
free on orders over £950.00)

Suffix chair code with: 
Green: -10 Grey: -15
Ivory: -11 Orange: -16
Blue: -12  Black: -17
Red: -13 Purple: -18
Yellow: -14 Bubblegum: -19
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breakout reconfigurable areas//

–– 

halo group
learning pods

Provided by Halo 
School Furniture Ltd

The Halo Group is a completely 
reconfigurable system which allows total 
flexibility to create an array of  different 
work areas. Halo Group consists of eight 
individual furniture items in three radii that 
can be arranged and re-arranged to create 
a multitude of social or individual activity 
areas and work stations. 

The system features a 1200mm long x 
900mm high screen (that can be double 
configured to create a 1800mm high 
screen), a choice of 900mm or 1800mm 
end caps, four types of seating (internal 
or external, seat or bench) internal and 
external tables and an external library 
shelving unit.

The system is based on 1 metre, 1.5 metre 
and 2 metre radii that follow the centreline 
of the screen.

Available in a variety of laminate, fabric, 
paint finishes and colours, the screens can 
also incorporate power and data modules. 
A member of our sales team will happily 
talk through any bespoke requirements 
you have and can be contacted on 
01254 678777.

Image shows // 

Fourteen 1200 x 900mm screens @£468.00 HPS-R1.512-90 £6552.00
Seven external benches  @£317.00 HPEC-R1.512-44 £2219.00
Seven internal tables  @£64.00 HPIT-R1.512-71 £448.00
Two 1800mm end caps  @£20.00 HPTE-1808 £40.00
(Eduflex seating not included)   

Package Order Code: HPGROUP01  TOTAL £9259.00

Image shows // 

Seven 1200 x 900mm screens @£468.00 HPS-R1.512-90 £3276.00
Seven internal benches  @£307.00 HPIC-R1.512-44 £2149.00
Two 900mm end caps  @£20.00 HPTE-1808 £40.00

Package Order Code: HPGROUP02  TOTAL £5465.00

Image shows // 

Seven 1200 x 900mm screens @£468.00 HPS-R1.512-90 £3276.00
Seven external tables  @£92.00 HPET-R1.512-71 £644.00
Seven internal benches  @£307.00 HPIC-R1.512-44 £2149.00
Two 900mm end caps  @£20.00 HPTE-1808 £40.00
(Eduflex seating not included)   

Package Order Code: HPGROUP03  TOTAL £6109.00
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Flexible Work Areas to facilitate 
evolving requirements.

Image shows // 

Six 1200 x 900mm screens @£486.00 HPS-R1.512-90 £2808.00
Six internal benches  @£307.00 HPIC-R1.512-44 £1842.00
Seven external tables  @£92.00 HPET-R1.512-71 £644.00
Four 900mm end caps  @£20.00 HPTE-1808 £80.00
(Eduflex seating not included)   

Package Order Code: HPGROUP04  TOTAL £5374.00

Image shows // 

Seven 1200 x 900mm screens @£468.00 HPS-R1.512-90 £3276.00
Seven external benches  @£317.00 HPEC-R1.512-44 £2219.00
Seven internal tables  @£64.00 HPIT-R1.512-71 £448.00
Two 900mm end caps  @£20.00 HPTE-1808 £40.00

Package Order Code: HPGROUP05  TOTAL £5983.00

Image shows // 

Six internal benches @£307.00 HPIC-R1.512-44 £1842.00
Six group external shelving @£229.00 HPES-R1.512-14 £1374.00

Package Order Code: HPGROUP06  TOTAL £3248.00

All of Freedom Ability’s tables are available in the 
correct heights to comply with EN1729 with size 
marks 1 to 6. Please refer to page 119 for an 
explanation of specifying the correct size mark (SM).
Other colours available on request.
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halo group
learning pods

1200x900 Screen // 

W:1200  D:80  H:900
1 metre radius:  HPS-R1.012-90
1.5 metre radius:  HPS-R1.512-90
2 metre radius:  HPS-R2.012-90
Full range of laminates available

 £468.00 (+p&p @ £25.00 or free
on orders over £950.00)

Group External Shelving // 

W:1410  D:330  H:1430
1 metre radius:  HPES-R1.014-14
1.5 metre radius:  HPES-R1.514-14
2 metre radius:  HPES-R2.014-14
Full range of laminates available

 £229.00 (+p&p @ £25.00 or free
on orders over £950.00)

External Seat // 

W:1600  D:560  SH:440
1 metre radius:  HPEB-R1.016-44
1.5 metre radius:  HPEB-R1.516-44
2 metre radius:  HPEB-R2.016-44
Full range of fabrics available

 £180.00 (+p&p @ £25.00 or free
on orders over £950.00)

Internal Seat // 

W:1200  D:560  SH:440
1 metre radius:  HPIB-R1.012-44
1.5 metre radius:  HPIB-R1.512-44
2 metre radius:  HPIB-R2.012-44
Full range of fabrics available

 £129.00 (+p&p @ £25.00 or free
on orders over £950.00)

Image shows // 

Fourteen 1200 x 900mm screens @£468.00 HPS-R1.012-90 £6552.00
Seven internal benches  @£307.00 HPIC-R1.512-44 £2149.00
Four external benches  @£317.00 HPEC-R1.512-44 £1268.00
Three group external shelving  @£229.00 HPES-R1.514-14 £687.00
Two 1800mm end caps  @£20.00 HPTE-1808 £40.00

Package Order Code: HPGROUP07  TOTAL £10,696.00

External Bench // 

W:1600  D:560  SH:440
1 metre radius:  HPEC-R1.016-44
1.5 metre radius:  HPEC-R1.516-44
2 metre radius:  HPEC-R2.016-44
Full range of fabrics available

 £317.00 (+p&p @ £25.00 or free
on orders over £950.00)
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halo group
learning pods

Image shows // 

Fourteen 1200 x 900mm screens @£468.00 HPS-R1.012-90 £6552.00
Six internal benches  @£307.00 HPIC-R1.512-44 £1872.00
One internal seat  @£129.00 HPIB-R1.512-44 £129.00
Seven external benches  @£317.00 HPEC-R1.512-44 £2219.00
Two 1800mm end caps  @£20.00 HPTE-1808 £40.00

Package Order Code: HPGROUP08  TOTAL £10,812.00

External Table // 

W:1600  D:600  H:710
1 metre radius:  HPET-R1.012-71
1.5 metre radius:  HPET-R1.512-71
2 metre radius:  HPET-R2.012-71
Full range of laminates available

 £92.00 (+p&p @ £25.00 or free
on orders over £950.00)

Internal Bench // 

W:1200  D:560  SH:440
1 metre radius:  HPIC-R1.012-44
1.5 metre radius:  HPIC-R1.512-44
2 metre radius:  HPIC-R2.012-44
Full range of fabrics available

 £307.00 (+p&p @ £25.00 or free
on orders over £950.00)

Internal Table // 

W:1200  D:500  H:710
1 metre radius:  HPIT-R1.012-71
1.5 metre radius:  HPIT-R1.512-71
2 metre radius:  HPIT-R2.012-71
Full range of laminates available

 £64.00 (+p&p @ £25.00 or free
on orders over £950.00)

End Cap // 

W:80  D:20  H:1800
Tall End Cap:  HPTE-1808
W:80  D:20  H:900
Low End Cap:  HPLE-9008

 £20.00 (+p&p @ £25.00 or free
on orders over £950.00)

Available in a variety of laminate, fabric, 
paint finishes and colours, the screens can 
also incorporate power and data modules. 
A member of our sales team will happily 
talk through any bespoke requirements 
you have and can be contacted on 
01254 678777.

All of Freedom Ability’s tables are available in the 
correct heights to comply with EN1729 with size 
marks 1 to 6. Please refer to page 119 for an 
explanation of specifying the correct size mark (SM).
Other colours available on request.
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storage & specialist areas   /   loose storage   /   cupboard storage

Double Door Lockable
Cabinet with 4 Internal
Adjustable Shelves // 

W:1045  D:520  H:1950
Grey:  LSDD-1052-19-01
Beech:  LSDD-1052-19-02
Maple:  LSDD-1052-19-03
Dark Grey:  LSDD-1052-19-04

 £325.00 (+p&p @ £50.00 or free
on orders over £950.00)

Mobile Storage Lockable
Cupboard - Low Level // 

W:1045  D:520  H:820
Grey:  LSMC-1052-82-01
Beech:  LSMC-1052-82-02
Maple:  LSMC-1052-82-03
Dark Grey:  LSMC-1052-82-04

 £169.00 (+p&p @ £25.00 or free
on orders over £950.00)

Open Shelf Unit with
4 Internal Adjustable Shelves // 

W:1045  D:500  H:1950
Grey:  LSOC-1005-19-01
Beech:  LSOC-1005-19-02
Maple:  LSOC-1005-19-03
Dark Grey:  LSOC-1005-19-04

 £225.00 (+p&p @ £50.00 or free
on orders over £950.00)

Please note all adjustable shelving in these 
storage units is 25mm thick to prevent 
sagging.

Internal view

storage & specialist areas //

–– 

loose storage
cupboard storage

storage & specialist areas   /   loose storage   /   mobile tray & shelf storage
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loose storage
mobile tray & shelf storage

Kinder Box and Tray Unit
(12 Trays Included) // 

W:1045  D:500  H:675
Grey:  LSKB-1005-67-01
Beech:  LSKB-1005-67-02
Maple:  LSKB-1005-67-03
Dark Grey:  LSKB-1005-67-04

 £178.00 (+p&p @ £25.00 or free
on orders over £950.00)

Mobile Open Tray Unit
(24 Trays Included) // 

W:1045  D:500  H:820
Grey:  LSTU-1005-82-01
Beech:  LSTU-1005-82-02
Maple:  LSTU-1005-82-03
Dark Grey:  LSTU-1005-82-04

 £249.00 (+p&p @ £25.00 or free
on orders over £950.00)

Mobile Open Tray/Shelf Unit
(9 Trays in Three of Each
Depth Included) // 

W:1045  D:500  H:725
Grey:  LSDS-1005-72-01
Beech:  LSDS-1005-72-02
Maple:  LSDS-1005-72-03
Dark Grey:  LSDS-1005-72-04

 £212.00 (+p&p @ £25.00 or free
on orders over £950.00)

Jumbo Tray/Shelf Unit
(12 Trays Included) // 

W:1386  D:500  H:1102
Grey:  LSJT-1305-11-01
Beech:  LSJT-1305-11-02
Maple:  LSJT-1305-11-03
Dark Grey:  LSJT-1305-11-04

 £238.00 (+p&p @ £25.00 or free
on orders over £950.00)

Image shows three of the supplied twelve trays

Tray colours available: 

Tray/Shelf Storage Unit
(8 Trays Included) // 

W:1382  D:500  H:774
Grey:  LST8-1305-77-01
Beech:  LST8-1305-77-02
Maple:  LST8-1305-77-03
Dark Grey:  LST8-1305-77-04

 £169.00 (+p&p @ £25.00 or free
on orders over £950.00)

Low Level Lockable Double 
Cupboard / 1 shelf /  
  
W:1045  D:520  H:820
Grey:  LLDC-1052-82-01
Beech:  LLDC-1052-82-02
Maple:  LLDC-1052-82-03
Dark Grey:  LLDC-1052-82-04

  £169.00 (+p&p @ £50.00 or free
on orders over £950.00)

Flame Red Royal Blue

Lemon Jelly

Sunshine Yellow Translucent

Grape Jelly

Fuchsia Pink Plum Purple

Magnolia

Cyan Blue Steel Blue

Kiwi JellyLemon Jellyv

Grass Green Jolly Lime

Jet Black

Blueberry Jelly Strawberry Jelly

Light Grey
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storage & specialist areas  /  locker, pigeon hole & paper storage   /   various sizes

Pigeon Hole Unit 30 No. // 

W:1200  D:300  H:1300
Internal aperture sizes: 
W: 376 D:280 H:95
Grey:  LSPH30-1203-13-01
Beech:  LSPH30-1203-13-02
Maple:  LSPH30-1203-13-03
Dark Grey:  LSPH30-1203-13-04

 £509.00 (+p&p @ £25.00 or free
on orders over £950.00)

A1 Paper Storage 10 Slats // 

W:900  D:650  H:1300
Internal aperture sizes: 
W: 864  D:630  H:95
Grey:  LSPC-9065-13-01
Beech:  LSPC-9065-13-02
Maple:  LSPC-9065-13-03
Dark Grey:  LSPC-9065-13-04

 £409.00 (+p&p @ £50.00 or free
on orders over £950.00)

pigeon hole &  
paper storage
various sizes

storage & specialist areas   /   wall store   /  mobile
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Mobile Media Unit // 

W:1200  D:520  H:1600
Grey:  WSMS-1252-16-01
Beech:  WSMS-1252-16-02
Maple:  WSMS-1252-16-03
Dark Grey:  WSMS-1252-16-04

 £300.00 (+p&p @ £50.00 or free
on orders over £950.00)

Mobile Shelf & Tray Unit // 

W:1200  D:520  H:1600
Grey:  WSMST-1252-16-01
Beech:  WSMST-1252-16-02
Maple:  WSMST-1252-16-03
Dark Grey:  WSMST-1252-16-04

 £500.00 (+p&p @ £50.00 or free
on orders over £950.00)

wall store
mobile

Four Drawer Filing
Cabinet Lockable // 

W:474  D:615  SH:1320
Grey:  LSFC-4761-13-01
Beech:  LSFC-4761-13-02
Maple:  LSFC-4761-13-03
Dark Grey:  LSFC-4761-13-04

 £289.00 (+p&p @ £25.00 or free
on orders over £950.00)
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storage & specialist areas  /  wall store   /   �xed

wall store
fixed

A) Tall Unit with 2 Cupboards 
& Fold Down Work Surface // 

W:1045  D:450  H:2100
Grey:  WSDCWSDC-1045-21-01
Beech:  WSDCWSDC-1045-21-02
Maple:  WSDCWSDC-1045-21-03
Dark Grey:  WSDCWSDC-1045-21-04

 £600.00 (+p&p @ £50.00 or free
on orders over £950.00)

Installation costs subject to site survey.

B) Low Level Thin Storage Unit // 

W:950  D:300  H:693
Grey:  WSLC-9530-70-01
Beech:  WSLC-9530-70-02
Maple:  WSLC-9530-70-03
Dark Grey:  WSLC-9530-70-04

 £300.00 (+p&p @ £50.00 or free
on orders over £950.00) 

C) High Level Double Door 
Cupboard // 

W:1045  D:450  H:2100
Grey:  WSDC-1045-21-01
Beech:  WSDC-1045-21-02
Maple:  WSDC-1045-21-03
Dark Grey:  WSDC-1045-21-04

 £400.00 (+p&p @ £50.00 or free
on orders over £950.00) 

A C 

B 

Speci�cally developed for education, this 
wall storage system features extra narrow 
low cupboards for positioning under the 
whiteboard, to reduce the area that this 
storage impacts on the footprint of the 
learning space. 

All wall storage feature sloping tops 
to improve hygiene and cleanliness. 
Recessed handles improve safety and 
durability. 
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storage & specialist areas  /  locker storage   /   various sizes

All lockers feature sloping tops to 
improve hygiene and cleanliness. 
Lockers are also available with 
Trespa doors and combination 
locks. Please ask our sales team 
on 01254 678777 for details.

These single column freestanding locker 
units are available in 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 tier 
formats. All lockers are supplied with a 
removable key operated cam barrel lock 
which is easy and cost effective to replace 
with the use of a master key in the event 
of lost keys or damaged locks. Optional 
rotating combination locks with a master 
key override, are available at extra cost on 
request, please contact our sales staff for 
further information.

Two Tier Locker // 

W:310  D:520  H:1886
Grey:  LOT2M-3152-18-01
Beech:  LOT2M-3152-18-02
Maple:  LOT2M-3152-18-03
Dark Grey:  LOT2M-3152-18-04
Twin Grey:  LOT2M-3152-18-05

 £136.00 (+p&p @ £50.00 or free
on orders over £950.00)

Replacement Cam Barrel & Key // 

  CAML001

 £6.00 (+p&p @ £2.00 or free
on orders over £950.00)

Five Tier Locker // 

W:310  D:520  H:1886
Grey:  LOT5M-3152-18-01
Beech:  LOT5M-3152-18-02
Maple:  LOT5M-3152-18-03
Dark Grey:  LOT5M-3152-18-04
Twin Grey:  LOT5M-3152-18-05

 £192.00 (+p&p @ £50.00 or free
on orders over £950.00)

Four Tier Locker // 

W:310  D:520  H:1886
Grey:  LOT4M-3152-18-01
Beech:  LOT4M-3152-18-02
Maple:  LOT4M-3152-18-03
Dark Grey:  LOT4M-3152-18-04
Twin Grey:  LOT4M-3152-18-05

 £179.00 (+p&p @ £50.00 or free
on orders over £950.00)

locker storage
various sizes
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library & general 
shelving
single & double sided

Lipped edge 
display shelf

High Level Single Sided // 

W:1045  D:350  H:1950
Grey:  LTU-1035-18-01
Beech:  LTU-1035-18-02
Maple:  LTU-1035-18-03
Dark Grey:  LTU-1035-18-04

 £223.00 (+p&p @ £50.00 or free
on orders over £950.00)

Low Level Double Sided // 

W:1045  D:700  H:820
Grey:  LSUD-1070-90-01
Beech:  LSUD-1070-90-02
Maple:  LSUD-1070-90-03
Dark Grey:  LSUD-1070-90-04

 £195.00 (+p&p @ £25.00 or free
on orders over £950.00)

Low Level Single Sided // 

W:1045  D:350  H:820
Grey:  LSU-1035-90-01
Beech:  LSU-1035-90-02
Maple:  LSU-1035-90-03
Dark Grey:  LSU-1035-90-04

 £165.00 (+p&p @ £25.00 or free
on orders over £950.00)

Low Level Double Sided //
With Castors 

W:1045  D:700  H:820
Grey:  LSUD-1070-90-01C
Beech:  LSUD-1070-90-02C
Maple:  LSUD-1070-90-03C
Dark Grey:  LSUD-1070-90-04C

 £220.00 (+p&p @ £25.00 or free
on orders over £950.00)

High Level Single Sided //
With Display Shelf 

W:1045  D:350  H:1950
Grey:  LTUD-1035-18-01
Beech:  LTUD-1035-18-02
Maple:  LTUD-1035-18-03
Dark Grey:  LTUD-1035-18-04

 £250.00 (+p&p @ £50.00 or free
on orders over £950.00)

storage & specialist areas  /  library & general shelving   /   single & double sided

Please note all adjustable shelving in these 
storage units is 25mm thick to prevent 
sagging.
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storage & specialist areas  /  changing & cloakroom   /   single & double sided benching storage & specialist areas  /  make   /   craft benches & storage

changing & 
cloakroom
single & double sided benching

Double Sided // 

Size mark: 5
W:1500  D:680  SH:430 (seat dimensions)
Frame: Silver
Seat: Ash timber
  CBDSL-1568-43

 £246.00 (+p&p @ £25.00 or free
on orders over £950.00)

Single Sided // 

Size mark: 5
W:1500  D:400  SH:430 (seat dimensions)
Frame: Silver
Seat: Ash timber
  CBSSL-1504-43

 £179.00 (+p&p @ £25.00 or free
on orders over £950.00)

Double Sided with Hooks // 

Size mark: 5
W:1500  D:755  H:1600  SH:430
Frame: Silver
Seat: Ash timber
  CBDSH-1575-16

 £268.00 (+p&p @ £25.00 or free
on orders over £950.00)

Single Sided with Hooks // 

Size mark: 5
W:1500  D:350  H:1600  SH:430
Frame: Silver
Seat: Ash timber
  CBSSH-1504-16

 £200.00 (+p&p @ £25.00 or free
on orders over £950.00)

Durable, Robust and Practical

Tubular steel construction combined with hardwood slats provide a breathable and robust 
seating surface, complete with steel powder coated hooks, ensures these benches are �t 
for the demands of the changing room environment. To improve �oor cleaning access the 
benches do not have shoe trays �tted.
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Box Store Seat // 

W:1000  D:565  H:460
Carcass:
Grey:  BS-1065-46-01
Beech:  BS-1065-46-02
Maple:  BS-1065-46-03

£282.00 (+p&p @ £50.00 or free
on orders over £950.00)

Lid-top blue 
carpeting excluded

The box storage seat incorporates gas 
springs for improved safety.

 

 

make
craft benches  
& storage

Multi Materials Craft Bench //
MDF (Including 4 Vices) 

W:1200 (bench top) D:1200 (bench top)
H:850 
Frame: Silver
Worktop: Plain MDF
Workbench:  MAMDF-1212-85

 £629.00

Workbench 
with storage: MAMDFC-1212-85

 £829.00 (+p&p @ £50.00 or free
on orders over £950.00)

Engineers Vice with Tray // 

W:450 (bench tray)  D:300  (bench tray)
Vice: Blue
Tray: Solid Beech Texwood
  MAB-EV

 £100.00 (+p&p @ £15.00 or free
when ordered with Make Bench)

Multi Materials Craft Bench 
4 person//
Beech Hardwood (Including 4 Vices) 

W:1200 (bench top)
D:1200 (bench top)
H:850 
Frame: Silver
Worktop: Solid Beech Texwood
Workbench:   MAB-1212-85

 £1285.00

Workbench 
with storage: MABC-1212-85

 £1485.00 

Multi Materials Craft Bench 
2 person //
Beech Hardwood (Including 2 Vices) 

W:1800 (bench top) 
D:640 (bench top)
H:850 
Frame: Silver
Worktop: Solid Beech Texwood

Workbench 
with storage: MABRC-1864-85

 £1380.00 

The optional engineers vice with tray shown 
below allows a quick conversion from 
soft materials to metal. The under-bench 
cupboards have docking points for the 
engineers vice trays as shown on the right, 
for storage whilst not in use.

These sturdy fully welded multi-
material craft benches will 
accommodate four students, 
providing each with their own 
work area and 7 inch soft jaw 
woodworking vice. The 50mm thick 
work surface can be constructed 
from beech hardwood or MDF and 
incorporates a central tool well. 
Optional under-bench cupboards 
are available, providing each user 
with individual storage.
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storage & specialist areas  /  make   /   craft benches & storage seats
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make
craft benches & storage seats

Octagonal engineers benches allow knee 
space in the corners for stools. The storage 
includes a full length cupboard for storing 
linear items. The mild steel finish shown 
needs to be oiled to keep it rust free or we 
can supply galvanized option. 

Square engineers benches allow working 
on each face and accomodate for 4 
students. The mild steel finish shown needs 
to be oiled to keep it rust free or we can 
supply galvanized option.

Engineers Bench Square //
Steel (Including 4 Vices) 

W:1200 (bench top) 
D:1200 (bench top)
H:850 
Frame: Silver
Worktop: Untreated Mild Steel
Workbench:  MABS-1212-85

 £1092.25

Engineers Bench Octagonal //
Steel (Including 4 Vices and 
storage cupboards) 

W:2000 (bench top)
D:2000 (bench top)
H:850 
Frame: Silver
Worktop: Untreated Mild Steel
Workbench:  MABOC-2020-85

 £2000.00

freedom ability profile  /  adaptable learning environments

Freedom Ability has established itself as a major provider of 
seating, desking, storage and specialist furniture to meet the 
“transformational working agenda”. In order to facilitate this 
many of the products are mobile, flexible and can be used for 
multiple activities. Operating from the purpose built design 
manufacturing and distribution centre in Blackburn, Lancashire.

 
Freedom Ability supplies many of the leading schools, colleges and universities in the UK 
including Thomas Telford School, Lord Mayor Treloar College, The National Star Centre, 
Lancashire BSF, Birmingham BSF, Tameside BSF, Rochdale BSF, Wolverhampton BSF and 
is also a supplier to Carillion Construction, Balfour Beatty Construction, Laing O Rourke 
and Bovis Lend Lease Ltd.

adaptable
learning
environments

freedom
ability

adaptable
learning
environments

freedom
ability

adaptable
learning
environments

freedom
ability

Freedom Ability is a UK manufacturer supporting British jobs and local industry nationwide. 
The company practices lean manufacturing principles to offer our customers value for 
money and rapid delivery. Most of the items within this catalogue have all been developed 
after listening to customers’ needs therefore if you have a special requirement please do 
not hesitate to contact us on 01254 678777.
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Nursery

sizemark 1 sizemark 2 sizemark 3 sizemark 4 sizemark 5 sizemark 6

PrimaryPrimary Primary

Secondary Secondary

590

480

260

(standing) (standing) (standing) (standing) (standing) (standing)670

530

310

760

590

350

880

640

380

1000

710

430

1060

760

460

3 14 15 16+11 12 138 9 106 74 5

infant

age

reception key stage 1 key stage 2 key stage 3 key stage 4 FE

Measurement Definition

All Freedom Ability tables are 
ergonomically correct to EN1729 part 1.
Please refer to the table above, to specify 
the height of the table or chair that is 
required. In order to access the height 
of table or chair required, the childrens 
popliteal height de�nes the correct seat 
and table height. The measurement is 
taken from the �oor to the back of the 
knee when seated, with thighs horizontal, 
the lower leg vertical and with feet �at on 
the �oor. Sitting table height is determined 
by sitting elbow height, measured as the 
distance from the �oor to the underside 
of the elbow whilst sitting, with the upper 
arm vertical and lower arm horizontal.  

Standing work height is determined 
by standing elbow height, which is the 
distance from the �oor to the underside 
of the elbow of a standing person with 
the upper arm vertical and lower arm 
horizontal. To order the correct size mark 
please replace the height element of the 
product code with the height required. eg. 
V38P-8373-71-03G the digit “71” within 
this code refers to the product height from 
the Sitting Working Height row within the 
table above (all heights within the table 
above are in millimetres).

freedom ability pro�le  /  ergonomic standards  /  �nishes

ergonomic 
standards

Standard Finishes

Please note if a colour �nish is not speci�ed at the time of ordering then the standard default �nishes (highlighted 
below with red box) will be supplied. The standard �nish for all metal work is silver. (NB. Due to printing issues the 
colour �nishes below may not always be a true representation so please use as guidance only)

Maple

Melamine MDF Worktops & Cupboards

Beech Dark Grey

Trespa Athlon Worktops

Speckled Grey

BlackPlain Grey
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Note:
Photographic fabric scans are not colour accurate. Always request actual fabric samples before ordering.
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Storage Trays

Flame Red Royal Blue Lemon Jelly

Sunshine Yellow Translucent Grape Jelly

Fuchsia Pink Plum Purple Magnolia

Cyan Blue Steel Blue Kiwi Jelly

Grass Green Jolly Lime Jet Black

Blueberry Jelly Strawberry Jelly Light Grey

Mainline Plus Fabrics

Red

Tangerine

Yellow

Lime

Green

Blue

Sky

Powder

Grape

Slate

Greyhills

Ivory

Purple

Coral

Shadow

Postura Plus Chairs
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The directors of Freedom Ability have over 40 years experience 
in the education furniture sector and are extensively involved 
in the furniture fittings and equipment consultancy field, which 
has allowed them to identify how the correct use of school FF&E 
permits flexible and project based learning.

Services Include: 
•	Budget control
•	Space planning
•	Product design
•	Client meetings and engagements
•	Procurement
•	Project management
•	M&E and ICT integration
•	Legacy surveys

professional 
services



policies 

Equal opportunities policy //
This Equal Opportunities Policy Statement and Policy Statement on Harassment 
at Work are designed to implement the commitment of the Employer to Equal 
Opportunities.  It is the responsibility of every employee to ensure his or her own 
conduct conforms to the expected standards and reflects these Policy Statements.

The aim of the policies is to encourage harmony and respect amongst individuals so 
as to promote good working practices with a view to maximising the performance 
and the return to the Employer and the employees.

If Equal Opportunities are not applied then valuable talent and potential are wasted.  
Moreover when unfair discrimination, harassment, bullying or victimisation take place 
they bring about a climate of fear, insecurity and poor work performance.  As well 
as being unlawful it affects profitability and morale.  It is therefore vital that every 
employee understands his or her responsibilities.  Equal Opportunities are taken 
very seriously by the Employer and wilful failure to apply the policies or evidence of 
discrimination, harassment, bullying or victimisation will result in disciplinary action 
which may include your dismissal.

The Equal Opportunities Policy Statement

1.  The Employer seeks to employ a workforce which reflects the diverse community 
at large because the Employer values the individual contribution of people 
irrespective of sex, age, marital status, disability, sexual orientation, gender 
reassignment, race, colour, religion, ethnic or national origin.

2.  All employees will be treated with dignity and respect. The Employer will use 
its best endeavours to provide a working environment free from unlawful 
discrimination, harassment or victimisation on the grounds of sex, age, marital 
status, disability, sexual orientation, gender reassignment, race, colour, religion, 
ethnic or national origin.

3.  The Employer recognises its legal obligations including those under the 
Race Relations Act, Sex Discrimination Act, The Equal Pay Act, the Disability 
Discrimination Act and the Part-time Workers legislation.

4.  The Employer undertakes to review periodically its selection criteria and procedures 
to maintain a system where individuals are selected, promoted and treated solely 
on the basis of their merits and abilities.

5.  The Employer will not tolerate acts which breach this policy and all instances of 
such behaviour or alleged behaviour will be taken seriously, fully investigated and 
may be subject to the disciplinary procedures of the Employer.  The Employer 
further seeks to give all employees equal opportunity and encouragement to 
progress within the organisation by implementing a positive action plan.

6.  If an existing employee becomes disabled the Employer will make every effort to 
retain him or her within the workforce whenever reasonable and practicable.

7.  Whenever reasonably practicable to do so the Employer will install in existing 
premises facilities for people with disabilities.  Whenever the Employer invests 
capital in new or refurbished premises every practicable effort will be made to 
provide for the needs of staff and customers with disabilities.

8.  The Employer undertakes to distribute and publicise this policy statement to all 
employees and elsewhere as from time to time appropriate.

9.  Any employee who believes that they may have been subjected to treatment which 
breaches this policy may raise the matter through the grievance procedure of the 
Employer.

Policy statement on harassment at work

1.  The Employer believes that the dignity of every person must be respected.  
Harassment of colleagues or visitors is unacceptable and will be regarded as gross 
misconduct.  The highest standards of conduct are required of everyone regardless 
of seniority.

2.  The Employer recognises that harassment may take many forms.  It may be 
directed towards persons of either sex.  It may relate to a person’s ethnic origin, 
religion, age, sex, sexual orientation, physical or mental attributes or some other 
personal characteristic.

3.  Harassment may involve action or inaction, behaviour, exclusion, comment or 
physical contact that the recipient finds objectionable or offensive.  It may result in 
the recipient feeling threatened, humiliated, intimidated, patronised, demoralised or 
less confident in their ability.  Condoning such conduct may be harassment in itself.  
The test of harassment is, at least in part, subjective.

4.  Examples of unacceptable conduct include, but are not limited to:-

•	 verbal	abuse,	or	insulting	behaviour

•		 	sexist	or	racist	jokes,	jokes	about	an	individual’s	sexual	orientation 
or jokes about an individual’s physical or mental attributes

•	 	the	display	or	circulation	or	sexually	suggestive	or	racially	abusive	material

•	 	bullying,	coercive	or	threatening	behaviour

•	 	the	ridicule	or	exclusion	of	an	individual	for	cultural	or	religious	differences,	on	the	
grounds of sex or sexual orientation or on the grounds of disability

•	 	unsolicited	or	unwelcome	sexual	advances,	including	touching,	staring	or	
commenting

•	 comments	of	a	sexual	nature	about	a	person’s	appearance	or	dress.

5.  Harassment, and particularly sexual, racial or disability harassment, will be 
regarded as gross misconduct for disciplinary purposes. Accordingly, employees 
guilty of harassment run a serious risk of summary dismissal.

6.  Equally, an allegation of harassment must not be made lightly.  If it is found that an 
allegation of harassment has been made without foundation and maliciously then 
this will also be regarded as gross misconduct for disciplinary purposes.

7.  All complaints of harassment should be made to your manager unless the 
complaint is regarding this person when you should complain to that person’s 
superior.

Environmental policy //
The Environmental Policy sets out the company’s objective to maintain operational 
standards to protect the environment.

It confirms the company’s commitment to the proper management and monitoring of 
waste streams, the reduction of pollution, compliance with environmental legislation 
and relevant training of employees.

•	 	Conduct	all	of	its	affairs	with	a	sincere,	balanced	and	proper 
regard for the environment.

•	 	Assess	the	impact	upon	the	environment	before	any	new	products,	activities	or	
processes are undertaken.

•	 	At	end	of	life	cycle	products	to	be	recyclable.

•	 	Use	of	processes,	practices,	techniques,	materials,	products,	services	or	energy	to	
avoid, reduce or control (separately or in combination) the creation or discharge of 
any type of pollutant or waste, in order to reduce adverse environmental impacts.

•	 Wood	based	products	to	be	sourced	from	FSC	certified	sources.

•	 Encourage	our	supply	partners	to	follow	similar	polices.

Health and safety policy //
This policy, which conforms to the requirements of section 2(3) of the Health and 
Safety at Work Act, 1974, outlines the Company’s commitment to the health, safety 
and welfare of employees and third parties that may be affected by our work.

SAFETY IS PARAMOUNT

We protect the wellbeing of the end user and our own people by accepting our moral 
responsibility for safety.

In addition to our obligations as a furniture manufacturer, we have a clear legal and 
business obligation to produce safe products - safely.

Our record in product (and process) safety enhances our reputation and credibility 
and gives us a business advantage.   Focus on safety helps us to set the standards 
for the future.  Our safety culture reduces risk commercially, environmentally and 
improves our working conditions.

Day to day responsibility for management of health and safety is delegated to the 
management team of the company.  Appropriate management and measurement 
tools will be used to promote ongoing improvement in health and safety.

Within each department, various duties are given to other members of management. 
It is each of these members of management’s responsibility to ensure that health 
and safety activities are adequately delegated in their absence. No member of 
management must allow unsafe working practices to occur within their department. 
The safety of the individual must at all times take precedence over output. Where 
action in connection with safety matters has been agreed, it is the responsibility of line 
management to ensure agreed actions are implemented without unnecessary delay. 
Incidents or accidents arising from circumstances where a conflict between safety 
and output exists will be regarded as being the direct responsibility of the member of 
management concerned.

Notwithstanding the fact that we do not live in a perfect world, our target shall always 
be the achievement of zero defects in health and safety - that is, we shall aim to 
have no accidents or near misses. Accordingly, we shall plan, manage, monitor and 
review our health and safety activities, with the specific aim of continually improving 
our health and safety performance and identifying, controlling and reducing risks 
associated with our operations. The Company will aim to achieve full compliance with 
current legislation as a minimum standard.

It is the duty of every employee of Halo Education Ltd to ensure that they conform 
at all times with their own statutory responsibilities under sections 7 and 8 of the 
Health and Safety At Work Act 1974, with their terms of employment, and with the 
Company’s rules and regulations in relation to the health and safety of themselves and 
others.  Employees will be involved in and contribute to improving health and safety 
management systems whenever possible.

The Company will provide necessary training and guidance to all persons who have 
duties and responsibilities under this policy and legislation, and will endeavour to 
involve employees through consultation and participation, as well as training.
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Freedom Ability Ltd
Unit 4C, Sett End Road North, 
Shadsworth Business Park, 
Blackburn, Lancashire, 
England BB1 2PT

t: 0044 (0) 1254 678777
f: 0044 (0) 1254 678782
e: sales@freedomability.co.uk
w: www.freedomability.co.uk 

Freedom Ability’s policy is one of 
continuous improvement, therefore the 
right is reserved to make changes in 
design and speci�cation at any time 
without prior notice, we may also choose 
to discontinue products.

The products featured within this brochure 
are protected by copyright, patent, 
registered and unregistered design rights.

European registered design also applies to 
some of the products.

All goods are supplied subject to Freedom 
Ability’s terms and conditions, copies of 
which are available on request.

Prices do not include VAT.

All carriage is to UK mainland only, please 
enquire for carriage charges further a�eld.
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“Strive for perfection in 
everything you do. Take the 
best that exists and make 
it better. When it does not 
exist, design it.”

- Sir Henry Royce, Rolls Royce




